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PREFACE

1. OBJECTIVE

The purpose of this report is to summarize the performance of work

for the period 1 October 1982 through 30 March 1983, in compliance with

Modification 19 to Article XXI of Contract NAS5-20682, entitled "Plasma

Wave Experiment for ISEE-C (Heliocentric) Mission" dated 20 November 1974.

The objective of this contract is to provide analysis of data from

a scientific instrument designed to study solar wind and plasma wave phenomena

s..
on the ISEE-3 Mission.

2. SCOPE OF WORK

Project activities during this past six months have included successful

return of data from the instrument, continuing analysis of all data, publication

of results, and deposit in National Space Science Data Center of the data.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Not applicable.

4. SUKIARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

: n

Not applicable.



1.0 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this report is to summarize the various activities

and tasks accomplished on the data analysis phase of the contract during

the last six months.

2.0 WORK ACTIVITIES FOR THE SIX-MONTH PERIOD

2.1 Research

During this interval, there was much research activity involving

the 15EE-3 Plasma Wave Investigation and the (unfunded) counterparts on

ISEE-1 and -2. The paper entitled "Computer-Constructer: Imagery of Distant

Plasma Interaction Boundaries" by Greenstadt et al., was published in

Advances in Space Rearch (2, 7, 163, 1983). Several new papers were

completed: "Plasma Boundaries and Shocks" (Russell and Greenstadt),

submitted to Revs. of Geophys. and Space Phys., February 1983; "Transfer

of Pulsation-Related Wave Activity Across the Magnetopause: Observations

of Corresponding Spectra by ISEE-1 and ISEE-2" (Greenstadt et al.),

prepared for the special issue of Geophysical Research Letters covering the

AGU Chapman Conference on Waves in Magnetospheric Plasmas (Kona Coast,

Hawaii, February 1983) and submitted to the journal, March 1983; "Science

Return from ISEE-3 at Comet G'.acobini-Zinner" (Scarf et al.), to be

published in the proceedings of the International Conference on Cometary

Exploration (Budapest, Hungary, November 1982); and "The Interplanetary

Shock Event of November 11/12 1978 -- A Comprehensive Test of Acceleration

Theory" (K.-P. Wenzel et al.), submitted to the International Cosmic Ray

S
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Conference (to be held in Bangalore, India, August 1983). Two other papers

are in the process of being revised and readied for submission to the

journals: "Collisionless Snock Lengths" (Mellott and Greenstadt), for

Physical Review Letters; and "Plasma and Energetic Particle Structure of a

Collisionless Quasi-Parallel Shock" (Kennel et al.), prepared for Journal of

Geophysical Research."

2.2 Other Activities

During this six-month period, Dr. Scarf participated in the International

Conference on Cometary Explori:tion (held in Budapest, Hungary, November 1982),

and the attached ISEE-3 manuscript was submitted for publication in the proceed-

ings of the conference. Dr. Scarf also discussed the ISEE-3 mission to Giacobini-

Z;nner at the Inter-Agency Consultative Group meeting and at the meeting of

the IACG Plasma Science Working Group. Dr. Scarf attended the ISEE Science

Working Team meeting at Goddard Space Flight Center on Mar-h 7-8, 1983, and he

submitted ISEE-3 plasma wave data covering the first one and one-half crossings

of the distant geomagnetic tail (October 1, 1982 through January 8, 1983)

to NSSDC at this meeting. Mr. Greenstadt attended the AGU Fall Meeting held

in San Francisco (December 1982) and presented a talk entitled "A Storm-Time,

Pc 5 Event Observed in the Outer Magnetosphere by ISEE-1 and -2: Wave

Properties". In February he traveled to Kona Coast, Hawaii, to participate

in the Chapman Conference and to present a talk on "Transfer of Pulsation-

Related Wave Activity Across the Magnetopause: Observations of Favorable

Conditions by ISEE-1 and -2".
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Plasma Boundaries and Shocks

C. T. Russell, Institute of Geophysics and
Planetary Physics, University of California, L03
Angeles, California 90024

and
E. W. Greenstadt, TRW Space and Technology Group,
One Space Park Redondo Beach, California 90278

INTRODUCTION

The quadrennium has seen an explosive growth
in our knowledge and understanding of the various
plasma and magnetic field boundaries in the
terrestrial magnetosphere. Nowhere is that more
evident than at the magnetopause and bow shock.
In the 1975 and 1979 quadrennial reports the
magnetopause was covered in a single paragraph
each year. The bow shock received one Paragraph
in 1975 and none in 19791 The reason for the
resurgence of interest in these boundaries was
the availability of new and exciting measurements
from the ISEE-1 and -2 spacecraft. Not only did
these spacecraft carry sensitive high-time
resolution, three-dimensional plasma
instrumentation as well as high-time resolution
and accurate magnetic and electric field data,
but also the variable separation of the two
spacecraft allowed the velocity of structures to
be measured and thereby allowed time profiles to
be converted to spatial profiles. Simultaneously
numerical simulationists were benefiting from
larger and faster computers and to development of
ever increasingly sophisticated codes. During
this period the simulation field began to
blossom. The combination of good data and
realistic models led to not only empirical
knowledge but theoretical understanding of many
of the processes at work.

The quadrennium interval 1979 through 1982
spanned the transition from exploratory work with
preliminary data from ISEE-1 and 2 [e.g. Bame et
al., 1979; Russell and Greenstadt, 1979; 19811 to
detailed investigations with fully calibrated and
updated measurements from these satellites and
ISEE-3 as well. Published contributions
therefore included the last of the ISEE
preliminary papers, announcements of new
discoveries, and follow-up accounts of plasma
boundary phenomenology,--plus reports based on
Voyager and Pioneer-Venus data.

Progress in the field was aided by many
workshops and conferences devoted to the
magnetospheric boundaries. The first of these,
the Chapman Conference on Magnetospheric Boundary



Layers, held in Alpach Austria in June 1979
covered mainly the magnetopause and boundary
layer. The proceedings of this conference has
been published as an ESA special publication,
S2-148. There were two coordinated data analysis
workshops, CDAW-? and CDAW-4, devoted to the bow
shock and the magnetopause as observed by ISEE-1
and -2. These have been described by Ogilvie
[1982] and Paschmann [1982], respectively. "The
latter workshop spawned a series of papers in a
special issue of the Journal of Geophysical
Research [April, 1982]. A Gordon Conference on
collisionless shocks was held in June 1981 but as
is their policy no proceedings were published;
however, a workshop on upstream particles and
waves held at JPL produced a special issue of the
Journal o: Geophysical Research: ISEE: Upstream
Waves and Particles, Vol. 86, No. A6, June 1,
1981, which contains many of the articles cited
here, including overviews by Tsurutani and
Rodriguez [1981] and Kennel [1981].

In this review we will proceed from the
outside in. We will discuss first the bow shock
and foreshock and say a little about
interplanetary shocks. Then we discuss the
magnetosheath, magnetopause and boundary layer.
After a section on reconnection we treat the
plasma and neutral sheets, polar cusp and the
inj,:ction of plasma into the inner magnetosphere.

SHOCKS

General

Broadly speaking, studies have divided
themselves into two categories: careful
documentation of more or less anticipated
features of the shock using the high-quality
instrumentation and two-point measurements of the
ISEE-1,2 spacecraft, and intensive investigation
of the [quasi-parallel] foreshock inspired by the
discovery of the array of return ion
distributions reported in the last IUGG interval
[Gosling et al., 19781. Both categories have
benefited from reawakened interest in, and
support of, theoretical calculations and
large-scale computer simulations of shock and
foreshock phenomena. As might be imagined,
routine documentation is proceding slowly because
of the care required in quantifying shock
features reliably and because of frequent
diversion of s limited number of researchers to
the exciting area of foreshock dynamics.

Figure 1 illustrates conceptually the items
Of shock structure that have been the principal

-2-
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foci of activity to the present. Figure 1 is an
adaptation of a sketch used in an earlier review
prepared at the beginning of this IUGG interval;
the hatched areas indicate those combinations of
shock geometry and strx tune that have been the
subjects of intense and detailed investigation.
We see that substantial areas of the figure are
unshaded, and that only a minor fraction of the
shock's features have been studied.
Nevertheless, much has been learned 'and a
substantial foundation for continued study has
been laid. We note here that an additional area
of investigation has been opened by
identification of electrostatic shocks in the
magnetosphere between 2.5 and 7 R E on auroral
field lines [Mozer, 19811.

Hydromagnetic Modeling

Refinement of bow shock location and shape
continued with efforts to compare measurements
and models at the terrestrial planets [Slavin and
Holzer, 1981; Slavin et al., 1983; Mihalov et al.
19821, and the analytic description of the bow
shock system was advanced by 7huang and Russell
[1981] in a comprehensive study of mag,netosheath
thickness. Encounters with the Jovian bow shock
were described by Lepping et al. [1981]. Harvey
et al. [1981] and Bonifazi et al. [1980b, c,
19821 found they could routinely use simple MHD
formulas for approximating the bow shock location
needed in their studies of upstream conditions.

Bow Shock Front or Thermalization Layer.

By either term above we mean that feature of the
shock wherein a substantial portion of the solar
streaming energy of any plasma component is
converted into thermal, although not necessarily
isotropic or maxwellian, energy. The thicknesses
and the diagnostics by which the layer is
defined, as well as the kinetic details of the
conversion are the subjects of inquiry.

An overview of the "typical"
quasi-perpendicular shock was given by Greenstadt
et al. [1980a], in which the relationships of the
various diagnostics to each other could be seen
at medium resolution, by current standards. Rapid
heating of electrons in the magnetic foot and
ramp of the shock was apparent, along with
generation of a secondary distribution of
accelerated protons, while thermalization of both
proton distributions was seen to occur through a
more prolonged series of magnetic oscillations
behind the principal shock ramp and overshoot.
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The overshoots themselves were studied by Russell
et al. [1982a] and Lively et al. [1982], who
found that the overshoots grow with Mach number
above critical [M>3]; this result is consistent
with that of simulations showing the association
of overshoots with trapped, reflected particles
constituting the secondary distribution of
protons present in the shock front above M"3
[Leroy et al.,1981; 19821.

High resolution views of electron heating at
the bow shock were described by Bane et al.

[1979]. Further details of electron distributions
typical of the q-perpendicular shock have been
displayed by Feldman et al. [1982]: Electron
distributions are skewed and anisotropized by the
shock potential, producing distribution envelopes
with "bumps", i.e. free-energy components defined
by normonotonic df'/dE, offset along the ambient
field toward or away from the shock,depending on
location up- or downstream. Such distributions
can be expected to excite the plasma
insta, ilities res;xlnsible for thermalizing the
particles, as disc I.:ssed in the Feldman et al.
paper and elaborated theoretically by [Thomsen et
al., 19821. A careful analysis of the energy gain
of electrons in the observed reference frame has
been undertaken by Scudder and Goodrich [1982],
and an extensive trioatment of microinstabilities
in the bow shock has been prepared by Wu et al.
[1982;.

High-resolution observations of ion heating
and related behavior in the bow shock emerged
with a paper by Paschmann et al. [19821, who
displayed two-dimensional ion velocity
distributions through the foot, ramp, and
overshoot of a nearly perpendicular shock, at
6-sec resolution. Figure 2 [taken from Figure 1
of Paschmann et al.] illustrates schematically
the ion behavior inferred from the spacecraft
data, which agrees well with the results from
simulations already cited [Leroy et al., 1981;
19821. The first simulation report [Leroy et
al., 1981] showed that the "overall shock
structure consists of several distinct regions
whose properties are closely con:dected to the
dynamics of the reflected ions." The second
simulation report [Leroy et al., 19821 described
the effects on perpendicular shock configuration
of a wide range of parameters: Scaling,
stationarity, and reflection were all studied as
functions of beta and Mach number. Perhaps the
most striking result was the variation in numbers
of ions retlectioned, from none at subcritical
Mach numbers to 30-40% at M(Alfven])12-13.
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A related look at observational details of
ion dissipation with the ISEE spacecraft was
provided by Formisano and Torbert [1982], who
correlated large-amplitude electrostatic waves in
the frequency range 2-512 Hz with the presence of
doubly.-peaked ion energy shock profiles. The
results lend support to the long-standing belief
that ion-ion streaming produces the instability
generating ion acoustic waves responsible for.lon
heating in supercritical eollisionless shocks.

The general picture of quasi-perpendicular
shock structure has been enhanced by a
description of the variable plasma wave
turbulence at different planetary shocks, where a
progressively more distinct spectral peak between
the Bunaman and ion plasma frequencies was found
in going from Venus to Saturn [Scarf et
al.,19811. It was speculated that this
progression followed the increase in Mach number
with distance in the solar wind away from the
sun. At an opposite extreme, Russell et al.
[1982b] have been attempting to analyze Earth's
bow shock in its simplest form at low Mach number
and low beta. They find that laminar,
quasi-perpendicular shacks defined by these
conditions have thicknesses close to the ion
inertial length c /wpi and that thickness
increases as 9Bn drops toward 55 deg. figure 3
sketches the rough dependence of Q-perpendicular
shocks on Mach number and ar3le.

Study of quasi-parallel - :hock structure is
progressing very slowly, A great amount of data
has been examined, but almost nothing has been
publistied that doesn ' t center on the associated
foreshock, reviewed separately below. Recent
examination of foreshock ions, however, has found
evidence of specularly reflected ions in or Just
ahead of quasi-parallel transition, implying the
presence in q-parallel structures of potential
layers eapab2e of causing such reflection
[Gosling et al., 19821. Fresh simulations of
q-parallel shocks [Quest et al., 19821 have
generated specularly reflected ions and have also
found strong ion heating, stronger than electron
heating, at low Fia^- h number, for a specific
parameter set chosen to be similar to that of the
cases observed by Gosling et al., [1982]. Thus,
simulations show considerable promise of
improving our understanding of quasi-parallel
structures in the near future, with return ions
becoming valueble as diagnostics of q-parallel
structure. The first quantitative attack on
Q-parallel macro-structure with ISEE-1, 2 was
reported by Greenstadt et al. [1982a], who
computed the correlation between large -amplitude
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magnetic pulsations at the two spacecraft at the
outer edge of the shock structure, finding a
sharp drop from high to low correlation at a
satellite-separation of about 1000 In. The drop
appeared to be compatible with Larmor radii of
protons typically observed in the foreshock dust
upstream from the outermost pulsations.

Figure 4 summarizes, by shading portions of
a familiar table of structural designations,-the
types of shock structure where the principal
activity has been taking place.

Foreshock

Particles. Starting with the well-defined,
energy epen ent electron boundaries found near
the field line tangent to the bow shock [Anderson
et al.,19791, foreshock, i.e. return, particles
have commanded ma,jer attention. The
distinguishable distributions of 1-40kev return
ions discovered earlier--beams, diffuse, and
intermediate [Gosling et al.,19791--have been
tied by simultaneous IMF directions to
Q-perpendicular, Q-parallel, and transition shock
structures, in the same order [Greenstadt et
al.,1980b]. The characteristic of the refiected
beams appeared tc be consistent with a model
proposed earlier by Sonnerup [1969], based on
preservation of magnetic moment in the reflection
process [Paschmann et al., 19601 ar. al2 the
various particle classes have been characterized
in phase space [Eastman et al., 1981; Sentman et
al. 1981a; Gurgiolo et al., 1981; Formisano et
al., 19803, and the deceleration of the solar
wind by diffuse distributions has been noted
[Bane et al., 19801 and confirmed by comparison
of data from tWO satellites [Bonifazi et al.,
198001. At last, theore':.ical instability
computations have been performed using realistic
ion and electron distributions in the solar wind
[Gary,1981; Gary et al.,1981; Sentman et al.,
1981b; Feldman et al., 1982b], and consequences
of these are being tested with further data.

Additional interest has centered on higher
energy return protons in the 30kev to 1Mev range,
particularly on their detection and oc2urrence
far upstream at ISEE-3 as well as near the shock
at ISEE-1 [Anderson, 1981; Gleeckler, 1979;
Ipavich et al., 1979a,b; 1981a,b; Sanderson et
al., 19811. Although some sunward streaming ions
have been attributed to the magne:.osphere
[Scholer and Hovestadt, 19811, anisotropie! and
apectr.l shapes of most of these ions, together
with their link to the quasi-parallel bow stock
via correlation with the appropriate IMF
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directions [Schuler et al., 1979a,b; 1980a,b;
1981a] have awakened interest in seeking
observational evidence near the earth's shock
that cosmic rays can be fashioned out of the
plasma background by reflection, or at least
ejection, from relatively weak shocks liko the
earth's. Association of 40kev and 30Mev protons
and, indeed, the entire range of ion energies
from 1Kev to 1.6 Nev, with both upstream-and
downstream regions of interplanetary `shocks
[Gosling et al., 1980-1981; Evenzon et al.,
19821, most of which are even weaker than the
earth's at 1AU, have strengthened this interest,
to be discussed again in a later paragraph.
Alpha particles have also been found to
participate in the reflection of solar wind
particles from the bow shock [Schuler et al.,
1981b].

Waves. Athough foreshock waves are derived
from interactions of foreshock particles with the
solar wind, they were the phenomena from which
the foreshock was originally defined, because of
their ease of detection and processing compared
to backstre arcing particles. Waves have continued
to be the pioneer tool in investigating upstream
effects. In particular, they have served to
demonstrate the existence of foreshocks of other
planets. Hoppe and Russell [1981] showed the
universality of the various foreshock ULF waves
at Mercary, Venus, and Jupiter, including
discrete wave packets and the incipient
shock-like wave gradients underlying them at
Venus. Indeed, the dependence of upstream wave
periods on IMF magnitude at Earth [Russell and
Hoppe, 19811 was extended to a common
relationship for the waves at four planets,
implying resonance with beams of ions of
essentially the same energy at each of the
planets, and perhaps in other astrophysical
systems as well [Hoppe and Russell, 1982a]. The
wave foreshock concept was also extended to
interplanetary [IP] shocks, where VLF
electromagnetic and plasma waves were found to
precede IP shocks for many hours ahead of actual
shock arrival ii the local geometry was
Q-parallel with respect. to the IMF overtaken by
the front [Kennel et al., 1982; Greenstadt et
al., 1982a].

Wave properties in the earth's foreshock
were also explored further. Wave packets
attached to the largest amplitude ULF waves were
found to be whistlers by correl-.Fing IS%EE-1 and
-2 data [Hoppe and Russell, 19801, and small
waves in the foot of a Q-perpendicular shock, a
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"mini foreshock", so to speak, were shown to be
consistent with phase and group velocity
properties of whistlers in the local solar wind
[Greenstadt et al., 19311. Upstream plasma waves
were described by Filbert and Kellogg [1979) and
Gurnett et al. [19797.

Particles and waves. The physics of the
foreshock lies, of course, in neither particles
nom waves, but in the relationships between than.
Ft-ndamental to these relationships is the
correspondence between particle and wave types
[Paschmann et al., 1979; Hoppe et al., 1981;
1982a,b], according to which beams, intermediate,
and diffuse ion distributions are associated
respectively with small, 1Hz whistlers, larger
transverse narrow band, .1-.01Hz waves, and still
larger 16B-B/21, compressional, .1-.01Hz waves
and connected whistler-wave packets. Figure 5,
from Hoppe and Russell [1982b] summarizes this
correspondence. Dependences of properties of the
ion distributions, e.g. densities, velocities,
temperatures, on position within the foreshock
and its wave structi —e have been extensively
developed by Bonifazi and hbreno [1981a,b], and
Bonifazi et al., [1980a,b, 1982). Instabilities
caused by beams [Gary et al., 19811 and diffuse
distributions [Sentman et al., 1981b] have been
proposed to explain the associated waves, as
mentioned earlier, but neither theory has
correctly provided all the observed properties of
the waves. In any case, skewed foreshock electron
distributions offer a better and more likely
explanation for the 1Hz waves than the ion beams
[Feldman et al., 1982a], which are not always
seen with these waves [Hoppe et al., 19821. In
the VLF range, narrow- banded ion acoustic waves
are associated with backstreaming protons under
about 1.5keV, while electron plasna oscillations,
whistlers, ion acoustic waves, and low frequency
electrostatic waves accompany electrons between
.2 and 1.5keV [Anderson et al., 19811. The
upstream plasma waves are closely allied with
spatial gradients of foreshock particles and
bursts of wave noise appear at the edges of
particle enhancements [Anderson et al.,op.cit.;
Parks et al., 19811.

Special attention has focused on documenting
the properties of foreshock ions in hooe of
discovering the origin of the diffuse ion
distributions and ULF waves accompanying them.
The puzzle of the foreshock centers on the source
and maintenance of the ULF/diffuse foreshock,
which is doubtless the product of some particle
interaction. since the waves cannot by themselves
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propagate upstream. It has been suggested [1]
that the diffuse ions evolve out of an
interaction of the reflected beams with the solar
wind that produces waves which in turn disrupt
the beams and scatter the bean particles into
their diffuse distributions [Bane et al., 1980;
Gary et al., 1981; Paschmann et al., 19811, and
[2] that the diffuse ions derive from inherent
properties of the q-parallel shock structure with
whose geometry their occurrence is so intimately
connected [Greenstadt et al., 1980b; Eastman et
al., 19811. The first hypothesis is supported in
part by weakening of the beams with distance
[Bonifaz- and Moreno, 1981b]; the second by the
association of specularly, as opposed to magnetic
moment-conserving, reflected ions specifically
with q-parallel structures [Gosling et al., 1982;
Quest et al., 19821. It may reasonably be
expected at this time that resolution of the
problem will involve a combination of both
models, facilitated by new theoretical approaches
differentiating source populations [Schwartz et
al., 19821.

Among the most exciting results in the
foreshock has been the development of both theory
and observation of the higher energy, 40keV-1MeV,
protons. These have been treated by Monte Carlo
simulation [Ellison, 19821 and as products of a
Fermi process in which the upstream ULF waves
serve as reflecting and scattering centers,
together with the shock downstream, to produce
incipient cosmic rays [Terasawa, 1979; 19811. A
number of observations have supported the
energization of return ions from the shock by
repeated reflection between the scattering
centers upstream and the shock or other
scattering centers downstream [Scholer et al.,
1979b; 1980a]. The upstream centers appear to
scatter protons with a mean free path of about 4
R and to lie within about 30 R of the bow shock
[choler et al., 1980b]. A selF consistent model
of ion energization using reflected beaus as
feedstock to generate waves, which in turn
reflect and scatter the ions until they leave a
"free escape" boundary beyond 10 or 20 Re
upstream from the Q-parallel shock [Lee et al.,
1981; Lee, 19821, has succeeded in predicting
energy spectra consistent with measured
distributions [Ipavich et al., 1981a,b].

Interplanetary Shocks

The growing theory and evidence that energetic
ions are produced out of the thermal plasma . by
the earth's bow shock has stimulated fresh
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attention to IP shocks where sup+' athermal
particles, both electrons Potter, 19817 and ions
[Gosling et al., 1980, 19811 have been recorded,
along with precursor plasma wave noise that might
be indicative of forward particle escape [Kennel
et al., 1982; Greenstadt et al, 1982b]. The
structure of IP shocks has enjoyed renewed
scrutiny [Pesses et al., 1979; 1981; Russell and
Greenstadt, 19811, and an interesting instance of
bidirectional electron streaming suggestive of
closed field lines in the driver gas has been
described [Bane et al., 19801. Fin a lly, coronal
transient phenomena have been reviewed generally
by Dryer [1982], and the interaction of IP shocks
with the bow shock, magnetosheath, and
magnetopause have been modelled and observed
[Zhuang et al., 1981; Winterhalter et al., 1981].

Magnetosheath

As usual, the magnetosheath has been the
focus of massive inattention relative to other
shock-related subjects, with a few notable
exceptions. Early evaluation of ion and electron
measurements demonstrated the existence of
"quiet" and "disturbed" local states in the
sheath, the latter distinguished by the presence
of energetic ions, 3-40KeV, long period density
fluctuations, and turbulent flow [Asbridge et
al., 1978; Ogilvie and Scudder, 19791. The
disturbed state is probably the same as that
identified with protons of energy > 100 KeV by
West and Buck [1976]. The average electron heat
flux in the sheath was found to be double that in
the solar rind and directed away from the shock
[Ogilvie ans Scudder 19791. In a broad look at
the magnetosheath, Crocker et al. [1981] compared
the appearance of energetic ions in the sheath
with IMF orientation to produce patterns of these
ions downstream. Because of the known correlation
of the ions with enhanced magnetic sheath
turbulence, ion patterns probably approximated
the patterns of downstream Q-parallel structure,
or so the comparisons suggest: IMF across the
solar wind flow removed the ions to the outside
lanks of the sheath; stream angle IMF placed then
mostly in the morning sheath; IMF parallel to the
solar wind filled the subsolar sheati: with
energetic ions. Figure 6, from the Crooker et al.
paper, illustrates these configurations. The
possibility that trapped, magnetospheric ions may
provide some of the energetic ions found in the
sheath was argued by Speiser et al. [1982], and a
generation mechanism for lion roars in the sheath
was proposed by Thorne and Tsurutani [1981].
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"Festoon"-shaped electric field emissions between
0.1 and 4 KHz in f-t spectrograms have been
identified as doppler-shifted ion acoustic waves
convected through the sheath from the bow shock
[Gallagher, 19821.

Magnetospheric Boundaries

Magnetopause. The amount of research done on-the
magnetopause over the last few years has been
great and we cannot do it justice in the space
provided here. Readers interested in further
details are referred to the various excellent
reviews available. Fairfield [1979] summarizes
work on the magnetopause prior to the ISEE
results. Paschmann [1982] provides an up-to-date
review of the ISEE results and Sonnerup [1979]
reviews the theory of reconnection which is a key
process at the magnetopause. Finally, Cowley
[1982] provides a detailed and up-to-date review
of reconnection at the magnetopause, flux
transfer events, and the boundary layer in the
guise of examining the causes of connection.

Location. There is very little work being
done on Me average location and shape of the
magnetopause at present. However, magnetopause
motions are still of quite some interest. One of
the puzzles about the shape of the magnetopause
was why it appeared to be symmetric despite the
fact the J X B forces would cause an additional
deflection of -the post stock solar wind. Zhuang
et al. [1981b] developed an analytic model of the
magnetosheath to examine this problem and found
that, while the flow deflection did take place in
front of the magnetosphere, the thermal and
magnetic pressure of the magnetosheath maintained
a nearly symmetric magnetosphere.

The interaction of interplanetary shocks
with the magnetopause was examined by Grib et al.
[1979] and Zhuang [1981a). The observed response
of the magnetopause to stocks was well explained
by these models. Another cause of magnetopause
motion was examined by Crooker, and Siscoe [1979].
They found that substorms caused large excursions
of the tail magnetopause.

One postulate that has attracted some
vociferous support but little experimental
evidence is that of impulsive injections through
the magnetopause [ef. Heikkila, 1979, 1982a].
The advocates of this model suppose that over
dense regions or blobs in the solar wind are
blown against (and through) the magneto reuse.
These models ignore the fact that the stagnation
streamline paints the entire magnetopause. 'The
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subsolar magnetosheath spreads the normal
stresses over the entire magnetopause.

Gasdynamic simulations of the solar wind
interaction with the magnetosphere have been
available for many years, but only recently have
there been magnetohydro dynamic models. Mbst
recently these models have developed in three
dimensions [Leboeuf et al., 1981; Wu et al.,
19811. Presently they do little more than
determine the location of boundaries and the flow
field and field line geometry around the obstacle
but even this is useful especially at low Mach
numbers where the gasdynamic solutions are
expected to be inappropriate.

Motion and Structure. The earliest ISEE
measurements revealedthe magnetopause to be in
irregular and constant motion [Russell and
Elphic, 1978; Paschmann et al., 1978; Elphic and
Russell, 19791. As shown in Figure 7 the
velocities ranged from kilometers per second to
hundreds of kilometers per second [Berchem and
Russell, 1982a] but the thickness was much more
constant at about 400-1000 km or a few ion gyro
radii. One of the surprises of the magnetopause
was the variation in structure in short distances
along the boundary. During a rapid
interplanetary shock-induced motion of the
magnetopause the currents on the magnetopause
cannot be simply described in terms of MHD
discontinuities. Although occasionally the
magnetopause has the magnetic and plasma
signatures of a rotational discontinuity
[Paschmann el al., 1979, it also can be found
with a clear tangential discontinuity signature
even though the magnetosheath and magnetospheric
fields are antiparallel (Papamastorakis et al.,
19821. Contrary to cannon belief the magnetic
field rotation is not controlled by the gyration
of ions or electrons so that it follows a
particular path dependent on the sign of the
normal component of the field crossing the
boundary. Rather the path the magnetic field
follows from the magnetosheath to the
magnetosphere is the shortest path [Berchen and
Russell, 1982b]. Computer simulations havebeen
performed of both the tangential discontinuity
and rotational discontinuity by Lee and Kan
[1979; 10921. These originally favored the
electron polarization but recent simulations
[Swift and Lee, unpublished manuscript, 1982]
reproduce these new observations.

Flux Transfer Events.	 Frequently	 when
ISEE- an -2 are near the magnetopause, the
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magnetic field will oscillate in a manner that
resembles that occurring during a magnetopause
crossing but with some significant differences.
Thse differences suggest that a tube of magnetic
flux in the magnetosphere has reconnected with
some magnetosheath magnetic field and is being
pulled tailward [Russell and Elphic, 1978, 1979;
Elphic and Russell, 1979]• A sketch of the
configuration of an FTE is shown in Figure- 8.
During these events the low energy 'plasm
resembles the magnetosheath plasma and the
energetic particles resemble the magnetospheric
population. Daly et al. [1981] have shown that
the energetic ions are streaming out of the
maggetosphere. The electron signature is,
however, more confusing. These results were
confirmed by Scholer et al. [1982a]. Paschmann
et al., [1982] have examined the over-pressure in
the flux transfer event and find that it is equal
to the Maxwell stress imposed by the twist and
draping of the magnetic field around the tube.
Modeling the leakage of particles out of the
magnetosphere through an FTE has shown that the
ISEE observations can easily be replicated thus
lending further support to the FIE interpretation
[Speiser and Williams, 19821. Initially all
FTE's had the same signature in the component of
the magnetic field normal to the magnetopause,
outward then inward. However, Rijnbeek et al.,
[1982] have discovered reversed FTE's on August
9, 1978 a period when Sonnerup et al., [1981]
showed that ISEE was probably observing
steady-state reconnection below the merging line.
This is very important for two reasons. First,
it shows that the sign of the FIE signature
reverses from north to south across the merging
line. Second, it shows that the magnetosphere
may be undergoing steady-state reconnection and
patchy reconnection simultaneously or nearly so.
The statistical accuracy of these results have
been extended using three years of data by
Herchem and Russell [unpublished manuscript,
19821 who show that the magnetospheric equator
essentially divides the FTE signatures into two
groups, normal and reversed. This pattern is
consistent with FTE's being created by
reconnection at the magnetospheric equator and
the being pulled poleward away from the equator
by field line tension and magnetosheath
convection.

Remote Sounding of the Ma neto use.
Willians L19719, 1980J and 

Williams 
et al., [1979]

note that the near presence of the magnetopause
is associated with gyro phase asymmetries in the
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3-D energetic !on observations. In other words,
particles which intersect the magnetopause (or
some boundary near the magnetopause) in their
cyclotron motion about a field line appear to be
lost. While Williams and coworkers originally
identified this boundary with the magnetopause,
it need not be so. It is perhaps more correct to
call it the trapping boundary which could, for
example, be the boundary between open and closed
field lines. This technique has also be used to
measure magnetopause velocity [Fahnenstiel, 1981;
Fritz and Fahnenstiel, 1982; Fritz et al., 19821
but because the technique, at least as applied to
ISEE-1 data, returns a magnetopause location once
every 36 seconds care must be exercised in the
interpretation of the data. lbst recently Daly
[1982] has critically examined the remote
sounding technique and concludes that the simple
absorbing wall model overestimates the distance
to the boundary.

Boundary Layer. The boundary layer is
perhaps t e outstanding enigma of the
magnetosphere. It is a region of density and
temperature intermediate between that of the
magnetosheath and that of the magnetosphere just
inside the magnetopause. The thickness of the
boundary layer is extremely variable [Eastman and
Hones, 19791. It also often is flowing away from
the sun but occasionally flows the other way.
Sonnerup [1979, 1980a] has developed a simple
model of a viscous boundary layer coupled to the
earth by field-aligned cu l -ents. Field-aligned
currents certainly are present but they don't
obey the simple Sonnerup model [Sck opke et al . ,
1981; Hones et al., 19821. In fact, the boundary
layer studied by Sckopke et al. [1981] seems to
be associated with the magnetospheric roots of
flux transfer events [Cowley, 1982]. This should
not be surprising since Paschmann et al. [1982]
find that flux transfer events in the
magnetosheath contain a mixture of magnetosheath
and magnetospheric pla sna having temperatures
higher and densities lower than the
magnetosheath. Such properties are very similar
to those of the boundary layer. Reiff [1979] has
reviewed the properties of what is thought to be
the low altitude extension of the boundary layer.
The low altitude measurements reveal two distinct
plasma populations on the dayside: one
predomina.ly on open field lines with low
electron temperature ( -15 eV), decreasing proton
energy with increasing latitude and correlated
with the IMF; the other on closed filed lines
with a V-shaped ion distribution and an electron
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temperature of about 50 eV warmer than the above
layer but cooler than the plasma sheet.

Miscellaneous. A very attractive postulate
abou the location of the merging line was put
forth by Crooker [1979a,b; 19801 who assumed that
merging was most likely to occur at those places
on the magnetopause where the magnetospheric and
magnetosheath fields were exactly antiparallel.
The resulting merging line depended bn the
relative orientation of the magnetospheric and
magnetosheath magnetic fields and was in the
equator and passed through the subsolar point
only when the interplanetary magnetic field was
exactly southward. Otherwise the merging line
was at high north and south latitudes. However,
observations of steady-state merging [Sonnerup et
al., 19811 and FTE's, as discussed above, support
a near equatorial merging line at all times.

If reconnection is taking place, the plasma
flows into the magnetopause from both the
magnetosheath and the magnetosphere. This is
equivalent to a tangential electric field. Such
a tangential electric field has been reported by
Mazer et al. [1978, 1979] and Fahleson et al.
[1979] using ISEE-1 measurements on November 20,
1979. However, this was a very turbulent period
with extremely violent and irregular magnetopause
motion. Heikkila [1982] has pointed out that
these variations cause inductive effects in the
data so that the interpretation of the
measurements is not as simple as first believed.

Most of the work on the energetic electron
layer which surrounds the magnetopause was done
prior to the ISEE results [Bieber and Stone,
1979; Meng, 19791. Sc holer et al. [1982b] have
examined high resolution energetic electron
measurements for one ISEE pass through the
subsolar magnetopause. They find a very
filamentary structure with scale size of , few
electron gyro radii. Ion composition
measurements have been performed in the boundary
layer, magnetopause and adjacent magnetosheath
[Peterson et al., 19281. All three regions
contain both ionospheric and solar wind
components. Plasma waves are intense near the
magnetopause [Garnett et al., 1979; Tsurutani et
al., 1981; Anderson et al., 19821• In flux
transfer events, the dominant plasma wave
features are an intense low frequency continuum,
a dramatic increase in the frequency of
occurrence of short wavelength spikes,
quasi-periodic electron cyclotron harmonics
correlated with -1 Hz magnetic field fluctuations
and enhanced electron plasma oscillations
[Anderson et al., 19821.
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RECONN.CTION

There has long been little doubt that
reconnection as described by Dungey [1961] is an
important process in the magnetosphere [cf.
Russell, 19761. However, until the launch of
ISEE, the existing plasma data lack sufficient
time resolution and 3-D coverage to monitor the
variations in plasma behavior predicte, iN a
reconnecting magnetopause. As expected ISEE-1
and -2 soon encountered the expected signatures
of merging or reconnection in the plasma data
[Paschmann et al., 19791 as shown in Figure 9.
However, the quasi-steady state merging signature
was clearly found on only a few occasions in two
seasons of observations [Sonnerup et al., 19811.
On the other hand, when conditions are right, the
reconnection process can proceed continually for
many hours [Gosling et al., 19821. Further, some
of the reconnection must be taking place in an
unsteady manner in FTE's. On the other hand,
Papamastorakis et al. [1982] show that
reconnection doesn't always occur when you might
expect it to.

Eastman and Frank [1982] have questioned
Paschmann et al.'s [1979] identification of
reconnection. Their criticism in turn has been
examined in detail by Scholer et al. [1982] and
Daly and Fritz [1982], and successfully countered
by the later two authors.

Despite the success of ISEE observations in
demonstrating the reality of reconnecton, there
still remains the problem of understanding how it
operates and what controls it. This problem is
being attacked not just through observational
programs but also through analytic theory
[Coroniti, 1980; Grenly and Sonnerup, 1981; Quest
and Coroniti, 1981a,b], computer modeling [Cheng,
1979; Sato and Hasegawa, 1980; Birn and Hones,
1981; Brecht et al. 3982; Matthaeus, 1982; Sato
and Walker, 19821 and laboratory studies
[Gekelman and Stenzel, 1981; Gekelman et al.,
1982; Stenzel and Gekelman, 1981, Stenzel et al.,
1982a, b; Baum and Bratenahl, 19821. The
experiment of Baum and Bratenahl is directed more
to dayside reconnection, whereas the Experiment
of Stenzel, Gekelman and co-workers is more
appropriate to the magnetotail. The latter
experiment has yielded a rich harvest of results
including the observation of double layers in the
current sheet of the reconnecting plasma.

If reconnection occurs on the dayside, then
reconnection must also occur on the nightside of
the magnetosphere also becuase dayside
reconnection if left unchecked and unreplenished
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would drive all the magnetic flux into the
magnetotail. Observations in the tail assure us
that indeed reconnection takes place there. Caan
et al. [19797, Hones and Schindler [1979], Hones
[1980], Nishida et al. [1981] and Hayakawa et al.
[1982] observe the expected joint field and
plasma behavior. Bieber and Stone [1980; 1982]
observe the expected streaming electrons and
plasma behavior. Forbes et al. [1981a,b] observe
the tailward retreat of the neutral line and the
expected plasma sheet drift. There can be little
doubt from the in situ tail data that
reconnection is also occuring there.

PLASMA SHEET AND NEUTRAL SHEET

The magnetotail is extremely important in
magnetospheric physics as the site of energy
storage for substorm related processes. Thus,
some of the tail related papers will be discussed
in the reviews of Burch [this issue, 19821 and
Hughes [this issue, 19821. However, some of
these works merit the risk of repetition.
Fairfield et al. [1981a] combined IN.P-6 field and
plasma data to study the accumulation and release
of energy in the tail. Coroniti et al. [1980]
combined IMP-7 plasma field, energetic particle
nd plasma wave data to take a detailed look at
plasma sheet behavior during substorms. Rapid
flows and highly turbulent fields were observed.
Erickson and Wolf [1980] questioned on
theoretical ground whether steady-state
reconnection is even possible in the tail. Hones
et al. [1982] report observations of the
three-dimensional plasmoid that is formed during
reconnecton in the tail.

The neutral sheet has long been known to be
pulled north and south by the diurnal wobble of
the earth's magnetic equator as if the neutral
sheet were hinged to the magnetic equator at
about 10 Re. Fairfield [1980] has used IMP tail
observations to refine the model of how the
neutral sheet responds to this diurnal torquing.

Hardy et al. [1979a] have examined the
plasma mantle and boundary layer plasma as seen
in the surface of the moon with the suprathermal
ion detector experiment. They find that the
appearance of these ions is controlled by the
interplanetary magnetic field. The probability
of appearance is greater for southward fields and
in the northern lobe is greater on the dawn side
of the tail when the solar magne'Lospheric
Y-component of the IMF is positive. In the south
a positive Y-component increases the probability
in the dusk sector.	 Closer to the earth
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Fairfield et al. [1981] report that the plasma
sheet can become as thin as 1000 km during
substorms. The energetic ion composition of the
plasma sheet has been investigated by Peterson et
al. [1981]. They find that the plasma sheet has
a variable ionospheric component representing
from 10% to more than 50% of the total number
density and that there must be more than one
prxess responsible for the energization of solar
wind plasma to plasma sheet energies.

A thin layer of earthward streaming
energetic protons and alpha particles has been
observed by several groups just external to the
plasma sheet [Mobius, 1980; Spjeldvik and Fritz,
1981; Williams, 19811. The layer appears to be
about two gyro radii thick and can be seen to
reflect from the earth and stream tailward.
Another important observation in this same region
Of space is the detection of large electric ficid
spikes [up to `80 mV e l l usually withir one
minute of the plasma sheet boundary [Cattelt et
al., 1982]. These strong electric fields occur
in regions of enhanced low frequency turbulence
and in regions of field-aligned current.
Individual electric field spikes are
well-correlated with small-scale gradients in
particle fluxes and small-scale currents.

Sharp et al. [1981] have examined low energy
ion streams in the magnetotail boundary layer,
lobes, and plasma sheet. They find that the
boundary layer or plasma mantle consists of
plasma of solar wind origin but that the streams
in the lobe and plasma sheet have ionospheric
composition. Finally, we note that Meng [19811
has presented a statistical survey of the
energetic particle population of the magnetotail.

OTHER PLASMA BOUNDARIES

Other plasma boundaries that were the object
of intensive investigation in the past received
little attention over the last four yeArs. The
polar cusp has been studied mainly with low
altitude satellites and rockets. Atmospheric
Explorer-D low energy electron and ion data have
been examined by Reiff et al. [1980] and Burch et
al. [1980] to determine the effect of the
interplanetary magnetic field on the cusp. When
the interplanetary magnetic field is southward
the average energy of ions decreases towards the
pole. When the interplanetary magnetic field is
northward it decreases and then increases. The
former signature is interpreted to be consistent
with merging and the latter with diffusion. Ion
composition measurements from S3-3 show that at
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times the magnetosheath plasma enters
adiabatically while on other occasions the ions
appear to have passed through an electrostatic
potential in reaching low altitudes [Shelley,
19791. These ion compositior data, however, also
show that ionospheric ions are continuously being
accelerated to energies of the order of keV with
the cusp region. Meng [1980] has examined the
variation in polar cusp position during a
geomagnetic storm. Curtis et al. [1970] have
examined high altitude observations of plasma
waves in the cusp during subatorms. A region
almost devoid of plasma has been diac,,vered by
Calvert [1981] at high invariant latitudes in the
night magnetosphere on the basis of inferred
density determined from natural plasma wave
observations. This auroral plasma cavity, al it
has been called, has densities below 1 cm 3 at
distances of 2 Re and above and is believed to be
a transient phenomenon associated with the
generation of AKR.

Another topic that has recieved very little
attention lately is the injection boundary of
aubstorm particles and the nose events of
Explorer 45. This appears to be in part because
it is now fairly well understood and in part
because new and exciting plaar.s injection
mechanisms have been discovered. In the
stead,,-state electric and magnetic fields of the
magnetosphere plasma can drift from the plasma
sheet and around outside of some demarcation
boundary. Inside this boundary which varies with
pitch angle and energy, plasma circulates
onclosed paths and does not intersect with the
plasma sheet. During substorms the convection
electric field in the magnetosphere increases and
decreases on time scales comparable to the drift
time of this plasma. Kaye and Kivelson [1979),
Southwood and Kaye [1979], Kivelson et al.
[198)] and Ejiri et al. [1980] successfully use
simple electric field models and time variations
of these models to replicate the observed
substorm-associated features of the low energy
plasma. The more comprehensive Rice model is
discussed by Talker [this issue, 19821.

In the area of understanding ion injection
in the magnetosphere attention is now being
focussed on field-aligned flows from the
ionosphere. When these ion beams Beak at sane
angle intermediate between O o and 90 pitch angle
they are termed conics. Such distributions have
been seen deep in the magnetosphere with the
ISEE-1 plasma composition experiment in all three
primary ionospheric species [Horwitz et al.,
1982).	 Measurements with the ATS-6 plasma
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spectrometer also reveal field-aligned thermal
Ions in the midnight region [Olsen, 19821. An
*van more exotic pitch angle distribution hU been
discovered with the ion analyzers a: the P78-2
satellite [a.k.a. SCATHAI and teemed ion
'zippers' [Fennell et al., 19811. These ions are
predominantly field-aligned at low energies and
predominantly peaked perpendicular to the field
at high energies with a very narrow transition in
energy. They have been called zipper "events
because of their appearance oi. energy-time
spectorgratns made using a detector that scans in
pitch angle. The two components of the zipper
are quite distinct in their magnetospberic drift
paths. The low energy component drifts to the
dayside via local morning and the high energy
component by local evening. Ion -Jamposition
measurements show that the low energy parallel
component is mainly composed of oxygen and the
high energy perpendicular component consists
mainly of hydrogen. Lyons and Moore [19811
attribute this difference to the effects of
charge exchange.

THE FUTURE

While much has beeii learned about the outer
magnetospheric boundaries from the ISEE-1 and -2
missions, the analysis of data from these
spacecraft has far to go. Thus, we should expect
many new results still from this mission. The
Dynamics Explorer mission has just been launche'
ana we should learn much auroral plasmas at mid
and low altitudes in the near future. However,
we will not learn much about the distant polar
cusp until new spacecraft are launched.
Hopefully, the Polar Plasma Laboratory of the
OPEN mission which is now being planned will fill
this void.
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varied with m-.,er level out-side  in the reone-
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tude lo+rer inside than outside the riaaneto-
spherc, indicating that wave energy was
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IITRODUCTIOi?

A persistent and significant, although weak
and disordered, correlation between solar wind
properties and aa,-time geor.wnetic pulsation
activity in the Pc 3,4,5 range, periods T--10 to
500sec, has been established b;- crony reperts, of
which we cite a s&npling (Bol'shakova and
Troitskeya, 1ETC; Gul'elmi, 1974; Webb and Orr,
1976; Saito et al., 1.971; Greenstndt et al.,
1979; t•Tolfe et al., 1f-0001. These correlations,
together with the nee6 to understand pulsaton
pherrrena in General, have also lee] to a number
of rx)ciels attempting to explain the observations
(Southwood, 15CE; Greenstadt, 1972; Vinogradov
anti Parkhomov, 1975; Chen and Hasegawa, 1974;
Kovner, 19761. Both observation an6 theory have
been concerned with the sources of the craves,
tre nadulation of the waves by the complex media
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through which they travel, and the control of
wave properties directly or indirectly by solar
wind conditions. A more conTrehencivc sur zry
and reference list can be found in a paper by
Greenstadt et al. [1980).

Ree_ardless of tljc Er*cifics of either
moc,els or observctions, however, the-re are, in
the most general terms, three possible sources
of pulsations in the ragnetosphere: Favec are
produced inside the ragnetosphere, waves enter
the magnetosphere from the negnetoEheath, or
waves er.tinute from tl-,e boundary surface separat-
ing the raanEtosheath and the magnetosphere
(i. e . f ror• the maonetozzuse) . 	 None of these
possible s(ylrces e>:clL)6es either of the others,
but certainly if waves enter the ragnetosphere
from outside, they triust cros-̀c the boundary some-
%tiere at some time, and it should be possible to
c-tablish by observation a vhvesical sirilsrity
between waves detects-d Simultaneously on botL
sides of the m:c_netwause. This is the av^roach
we pursue in the present study; the preliminary
results rcperter; hEre suprart the transfer of
v1-vE. e-nc-rcv in arc frcr-.. the r.ocnctoc'i^ath to the,
naonctosahere.

UE, define as a "sera c'_E" a situftion in
Which one spacecraft is or. one side of the m. .-

n to .use and a secoru is or, tite crnosite side.
Tike IS:'r_-1 and	 sztellites provider] many such
stradcle crossings, but we have concentrated on
the raonetometer data of 1978, when the space-
craft wer e separated by hundreCr to thouSE,,n6s of
km for several montl-,s, aivin.a straddles lono
enough for unequivocal analyses of waves with
periods up to several minutes. Our au_ Broach it
to coqute concurrent po^er spectra on both
sides of clearly defined mannetopause crossings
and to seek similarities or differences in the
spectra fror.. the th+ spacecraft. tie rewire rea-
sonably.con.tinuouc data frcm both satellites
over runinal intervals of 15 udnutes are prefer-
ably such lon ger. We found four potentially
suitable strac61es of which we have developed
t%..-o for this prelininary report, supplerentec] by
two single-spacecraft crossings, as explainer?
later. WE present only spectra of the total
field magniturc at this time, derived from vec-
tor =: ples every two seconft-.

DATA
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The tag cases we describe occurred on 8
October and 27 rover-ricr 1976. The 8 October
crossing occurred in early afternoon, the 27
11ovemher crossing in late morning. The da}Mime
surface field for our cases was neasured by the
AF'CL cround st;^tiono- in a sector spwinning the
United States near 55 decrees ragnetic latitude.
Croun6 station date processed fer this report
mere recorded by the ?reaTort station at the
western edge of the sector, which fell before
and after noon during the two intervals of
interest, so that the Horning-afternoon local
tires on the ground riere reversed from those of
our crossings at the roanctopause. t:le used
ground station data as a rough guide to the
presence of traditional pulsations on the
ground, since it is waves, related to the origin
of such Fxilsatiorz that are wish to be stL& ina.
The two straddle intervals of this report took
mace durin? ITT conditions favorable to the
presence of enhanced a gave activity in the suuso--
lar reonetccheeth convected free was,i-Txrellel
boa, shock structure.

Pcn;cr spectra presented in this stuOv were
c2lculated with the fast Fouriertransform.
Fio •.ire 1 place: one spcctrLT., dotter' curve, on
the sa:.e scales use(? by Fairfield [197G] to
Cisplay the characteristics of rroanetosheath
rzc,netic noise from several s7ccecraft. The
dotted curve is a power Epectrum for the total
arbient field recorded by ISEE-1 ir.mediately
outside the rvianetooause on 8 October. All
spectra are for the total field r-knonitude;
details of the earlier spectra can be found in
Fairfield's revieer (op.cit.l.

Tfte fiaure illustrates	 four	 principal
poir.ts: MOnetosheath spectra typically show
either an Enhancercnt or a slope 	 or
both, at or be ow ow the local proton cyrcfrea_uency
(highli ghted by the dashed lines); second, mac-
netosheath spectra arc hichly variable, both in
absolute power level and in the fre quencies that
r:*qht be enh,inccd in any p^rticu'_ar sample;
third, spectra tzaken frc-,ISM: data years later
are reasonr-bly representative of the same wave
behavicr that prevailed during the earlier meas-
urements. Fourth, and rroct in-crtantly for this
report, spectra obtained from.. ISEE close to the
magnEtopauce do not appear to define a special
reg ion in any way unrepresentative of the neane-
tosheath at other locations.
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Figure 2a is an marple of our first strad-
dle case. The upper panels of the figure display
plots of field monitu&, frcr, , ISrF-1 mC ISrF-2,
for the maanetopause crossing of 0 October 1978.
ISEE-2, lacer field plot, entered the reeneto-
snhere firet at 1805:50 anO finally at 1813;
ISEE-1, top, encountered the m::cnetosphere
later, initially at 1f31 and erterec finally at
1835:40. 7bus, there were 18 minutes during
which dote were accuim-^ simultaneously fray; one
satellite outside and one inside the rracneto-
pause.

Spectrum n char^ the vmve =..*er in the
total field ir the r-aenetocheath just outside
the manetopause, at ISEE-1. The next spectrum
below, B, shows the wave parer in the magneto-
::phere just inside tl,e mcnetopa:use, at ISEE-2,
for the same tirre interval a:• that of the first
s;.cctr::r,. 71.e povsr	 is lover anc!
tine decrease in power wit} frequency clearly
mch steeper inside tl-.an outside the racneto-
Ftiuse, beg inning with about cre third the oat-
sidc pmc:er at tl* lowest frecuencies. At 0.1 Hz,
there we rc thrc^ orlDErs of na:nitudc difference
between the two spectra.

S,ixctrLr C, at botton, represents the porter
on the ground at the t-rG" station at 1,e%..-port,
:'ashincton , for the ca-.ie intervals as in the
dcfictec: satellite samples. ^hE arour4 station
was a few hours west of the sz teilites, about
local noon. 'I'l•,e sh:.ded vertical striae in the
spectral panels draw atte,:tion to the enhance-
ments in poorer at the satellites and on the
ground that appear to bind crave activity
%occther in the inner nacnetc ycheath, the outer-
roost r-a netosp:,ere-, and at the earth's surface.
All the spectra show some concentration of poorer
between .02 and .07 Hz in the forrr of a plateau
or peaks in the respective curves.

Figure 2a shoars a progressive decline in
parer f ror the rnagnetoshea.th to the earth's sur-
face. Each spectral curve is contained in, i.e.
accounts for a fraction of the Mier of, the
next spectrum above it. The maanetospheric spec-
tra 4rE well below that of the mgnetosheath and
are closer to one another than to the latter,
the discrepancy being greatest at the highest
frequencies.

Figure 2b superposes spectra from a second
straddle case on 27 November 1978, when ISEE-1
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was just outride the magnetonause. ISEE-2 was
deeper inside the magnetosphcre, having entered
at 2000 Url, tlzn it had been an 8 Oct., and the
NevWrt statism was below and east of the satel-
lite meridian (in the early afternoon sector) .
In this inrt,=e, the power in the sheath (A)
displayed enhenca7ent and a plateau between .011
and .05 I1z, as did also th y_ M- 1cr in the rzcme-
toWr—re M , while the corresnondino po4.er on
the around (G) was relctivily featureless, but
essentially at the save. level as at IFF'F-2.
1 1hether the apparent lack of frequency enhance-
ment on the cround at t1:is time was hecause of a
delayed effect not yet visible, an unfavorable
position in the afternoon sector, or a poor
choice of representation of the surface record
is still to be determined. 7be wrall graph at
the bettor shows the potirr distribution in E^ • at
m'e%mrt for the loccal noon and afternoon inter-
val inclucino the 22-, ;inute sc<*rc:nt cf thc- upvcr
graph; clearly, there was sore activity in ' il)c
surface field within the lonoer interval and
within the enhanced portion of the r-pectrm at
the satellites. The cttcnuation of wave pa?cr
across the nernctopcuscc is obvious hare, as in
the previous case, but we 21r* see that the fre-
cucrc ra ne of en;ha_ncen-vnt ryas shifter. to so,-x.-
whc.t lr,•Icr frc<Lcncie c-, in 211 loc^.tion^, to ^.,
in the case of I Octo`x-r, as indicated by the
shadina in Figure 2.

The reanetosheeth spcctra of a Oct. and 27
Nov. are suncro_osed in Fig. 3, showing that the
pa.-er of the 27 Nov. spectrum peaked at lower
frequency and r2roTped rxre rapidely than the
pmier cn 8 Oct. 'This difference corresponds to
the sliohtly different reniorc of the frequency
scale that leered to be shore enhanced poa:er in
the r.annosphere, as shaded in Fi gure 2 . Unfor-
tunately, tt.e absolute M. ,cr levels in the voc-
netosheath in the two cases exvrsned above did
not differ appreciably iron„ each other, consid-
ering the wide ranee of M;c= exhibited in the
curves of Figure 1. In order to study whether
p .icr inside the ronnetosphere is related gen-
erally to M or in the marnctochcath, it was
necessary to exar-,dne nonstraudle cases. Cn the
premise that the sheath spectrun remained sub-
stantially unchanged from one interval to the
next over an hour's tint, we selected cases with
Significantly differerL power levels and com-
pared spectra before and after w9netopause
crossing, rather than simultaneous spectra on
opposite sides of the boundary. Corresponding
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ragnetosheath and rtiagnetosphere spectra are
superposed in Figure 4 for three days, 8
October, and 10 and 17 Septerber 1978. The 6
October curves are already familiar. The new
ones sha, that progressively laser p *?er in the
eheatt: corresponded to progressively la-ier va*er
in the raCnetosphere, sugnF_tina, with these few
cases and the necessary assurption of stationar-
ity on the 10th and 17th, that the payers inside
and outside the magnetopause were directly
related.

MARYARY

The data presented above may be sur.orized
as follars, with the understanding that we refer
essentially to the frequency range 0.01 < f <
0.1 Hz (periods 10 < T < 100 sec.):

7T* power within the ragnetosheath was
10 to 1000 tires the poa.*r in the mq.-
netosr)here;

:fie powcr within the r grs"Coso:iere vcried
less thcr a factor of 1.0 fror., the macneto-
pause to the surface;

The potirer level inside the racnetocphere
corrcla llcC overz 11 with rimer level outsift
the ragnetopause;

The frequency of power enhance,;.ent in the
mcnetosphere ap4)eare,6 to shift witt. the
frequency of power enhancement in the mag-
nctosheath.

The pa yer outside d.e nacnetoreuse angered
to be representative of pa.vr ir. the m. qne-
tozheath generally.

In addition to the foregoing, we have found evi-
dence that the variable presence of a frequency range
of enhrnced paler in the monetozheatr was correlates;
with the variable Presence of an ITT orientation
favorable to the occurrence of auznsi-parallel struc-
ture in the bay shock aro yL the : uboolar point. This
result will be treated in a separate report.

DISCUSSION

Similarity between spectra in the raane-
tochcath and ragnetosphere ri-y be explained,
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excluding coincidence, in the three wayr defined
in the Itli' MLCTICV. Ttre observations listed in
the SUt p :ITY sucge: t that internal m9netcspheric
origin rtiav be excluued f mn consideration
because of the hi gher power observed outside the
boundary. Moreover, b principal criterion by
which we selected cases was the appearance of a
clear maCnetcreusc allowing us easily to deter-
mine that one spacecraft war. inside, the other
outside the boundary. This vroulu elimimte wave
propagation outward along field lines locally
interconnecting the solar wind to the magneto-
splie•re. In fact, we have established thrt in
one case the boundary was well amroximted by a
tancential discontinuity.

Surface %-.aves are m unlikely eaplanztion
:because of the overv?:,el.^ina po► !er in the rtic_ ne-
tosheath corrk-^red to the mCmeto_phere. 1-be
n .z? e_t calculations of surface vave cffcc tr [Pu
a^ 11:iv^ason, 15f:] rccv	 t:c- mire that	 ,ecr:ctic
vave power inside the bo:neary erceec that out-
ride, opposite our results. Also, the fremer-
ciec e::pecteC for surfr•ce % .?;:ves tenO to be imer
th n tl':c£e vit} vtich m hz.re beer. dealino.

I le conclude the reforE that our prelirdnary
results are con intent with e:'.ter,.Fl t:'dvrz orl-
gin, --p-,cifically with t c{ tra;Tsfcr of a small
fraction: of rracnetosheatl. vove power, possibly
cfcriveC from quasi-pz.rallel shock structure,
into the rognetosphere to appe,,-r as waves in the
Pc 3-4 range.

The asserted commonality of frequency
enhancement across the boundary, as illustrated
here in Fieure 2, is subtle of best. This is
t.ur'1% surprisin g_!, since we rre dec-ilinc y with c
global phenomenon notoriously elusive to sharply
defined correlations, which we chance to sample
as a few straddles ct a few points in r:pace. Ve
chose the two e;samples here as the Purest rtrrd-
dle cases. Other spectra, with more persuasive
enhancement profiles, were obtained in data con-
texts requiring more exposition then could be
included in U,is lcttcr and will be the subject
of a separate report.	 The corpot ent-by-
component details of the transfer procesc, the
gloa:l picture describing where the r:xost effec-
tive transfer takes place, and the pattwiays
whereby broceband ener gy in the roanetosheath is
recorded as monochromatic pulsations in the mag-
netosphere remin to be determined.
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FIGU Z CF:P'_'IC':'S

Figure 1. in IF^C-1 rwcnetorheath spectrur;
c;iJtG.irILLJ near (dots) , surx:r-
posec: on a selection of spectra from earlier
sl4cocraft in the ragnetosher-th.

Pic; re 2. IK,gnctic : ieli: rwcnituc:c rcccr& and
sup=rpesed sF^ctra fcr two cases of ISEE-1,
I11r=-2 ctr 6dles cf the ic^nctomure: (a) F
Oct., (b) 27 I'ov., 1^7C; A, F, arZ C :ionify
sp:c*_ra icr tl : inCiv%*:t:. in~crvEls ct
I.T.^- 1 1 ar:c: tl!c T-'CL crour(. rtaticr.. 7-Tie
incc:rt at botto- ri ght cc^ crc r ,. lor.ccr inter-,-c.1
Lt Fv.:- , ort , as note-c:.

Fiourc 3. Scr)ermscd rk:nnctosl-jc•at;, spectra from
V. 0..t. and 27 Ilov.

Figure 4. Superposed pamr spectra for three
different paler levels in the raonctmheeth and
ragnetosphere on three different clays.
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Figure 1. An ISF.E-1 magnetosheath spectrLrr,
obtained near the magnetopause (dots), super-
posed an a selection of spectra fron earlier
spacecraft in the magnetosheath.
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Figure 2. Magnetic field magnitude records and
superposed spectra for two cases of ISEE-1,
ISEE-2 straddles of the magnetopause: (a) 8
Oct., (b) 27 Nov., 1978; A, B, and G signify .
spectra for the indicated intervals at ISEE-1,
ISLE-2, and the AFGL Newport ground station. The
insert at bottorn right covers a longer interval
at Newport, as noted.
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The spacecraft ISEE-3 will be sent to encounter Giacobini-Zinner

in September 1985 during the period of intense Halley observations. This
mission provides a unique opportunity for comparative study of important
dynamical processes at both short and long-pe riod comets. The ISEE-3
payload includes a vector Helium magnetometer and a high-sensitivity plasma
wave search coil that give complete information on the magnetic field

profile and the B-field fluctuation spectrum up to 1 kHz. Long electric
dipoles (90 meters, tip-to-tip) are used by the plasma wave instrument and

the radio mapping receiver to detect wave phenomena over the spectral
range 17 Hz to 2 MHz, and the electron section of the ISEE-3 plasma probe

measures the plasma density, the flow speed, and other important character-
istics of the electron distribution function. These instruments can
readily identify the position and strength of the bow shock, provide data
on the nature of ionosheath/coma flow and turbulence, and yield direct
information on the plasma phenomena that develop at the contact surface
and in the foreshock region. As ISEE-3 flies across the comet tail,
identification of the upper hybrid resonance emissions or trapped continuum
radiation by the two wave instruments should provide unambiguous and
absolute data on the local electron density profile, similar to the science

return from the Voyager 1 wave instruments in the wake and tail of Titan.

Other ISEE-3 instruments that measure characteristics of energetic particles
and ion composition will also yield very significant information on the
solar wind-comet interaction.

ISEE-3 (the third in the series of International Sun-Earth

Explorers) was launched on August 12, 1978, and Figure 1 contains a
drawing of the s pacecraft with all booms and antenna systems deployed.
Figure 1 also has a drawing of Comet Giacobini-Zinner. This sketch
is based on photographs taken by E. Roemer during the 1959 apparition
(see Figure 6) and it shnws that this active short-period comet has
many very interesting characteristics including an extensive visible
coma (outer diameter : 50,000 km) and a long, narrow ion tail (length
of visible portion = 350,000 km at 1 AU).

The ISEE-3 encounter with Giacobini-Zinner will represent the
third extended mission phase for the spacecraft. During its primary
mission (August 1978 through August 1981) the spacecraft was stationed
in an elliptical orbit around the L 1 libration point (approximately
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Figure 1.	 ISEE-3 and Comet. Giacobini-Zinner

250 Re upstream from earth), and from this upstream position it monitored
^uiar wind Enenomena and processes and provided early warning of inter-
planet^ry storms. During the first phase of the extended mission it
remained in the upstream halo orbit, but in June 1982 the thrusters were
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fired, sending ISEE-3 back to the earth's geomagnetic tail. The first

tail crossing beyond the lunar orbit occurred during October 1982, and
ISEE-3 will continue to explore the distant geomagnetic tail out to L2
(250 Re downstream) until December 1983, when a close lunar flyby will
launch the spacecraft into its mission phase toward Comet Giacobini-Zinner.

The trajectory for this phase is shown in Figure 2. Here the coordinate
system is earth-centered and sun-oriented, and it can be seen that when

ISEE-3 encounters the comet on September 11, 1985 (six days after Giacobini-
Zinner perihelion), the viewing from earth will be excellent. Figure 2

also shows that ISEE-3 should be able to provide significant information
on solar wind conditions upstream from Halley's comet after the Giacobini-
Zinner encounter; the Halley-related observations will represent a fourth
extended mission phase.
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Figure 2. ISEE-3 Trajectory Relative to Fixed Sun-Earth Line
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The Giacobini-Zinner encounter will occur as the comet crosses the
ecliptic plane (descending node) at a heliocentric distance of 1.03 AU
and a geocentric distance of 0.46 AU. In the frame of reference of the

comet, the spacecraft will be traveling at a speed of 20.7 km/sec, primarily
from south to north. It is planned to target ISEE-3 to pass downstream
of the nucleus, and Figure 3 shows two views of the planned encounter. We
expect that ISEE-3 will have inbound and outbound crossings of the bow
shock, the contact surface, and the boundaries of the outer coma or inner

plasma sheet. In addition, ISEE-3 will traverse the foreshock, the sub-
sonic sheath regions, and the tail lobes. ISEE-3 will be targeted to fly
by at a downstream distance which is deemed to be safe in terms of the
dust hazard. A distance of 10,000 km has been tentatively proposed, but
the dust hazard has not yet been carefully evaluated. Nevertheless, it
is clear that for Giacobini-Zinner, the dust problem is considerably less
than the corresponding problem at Halley. For Giacobini-Zinner, the flyby

speed is 3.5 to 4 times lower, the rate of production of dust is perhaps
two orders of magnitude less, and observations of the Giacobinid meteor
stream suggest that dust particles from Giacobini-Zinner may have a mean
mass density two orders of magnitude lower than the average for the Halley
dust particles.

SIDE VIEW	 VIEW TOWARD SUN
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V . 107 EC LIPTIC

POLE
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Figure 3. Comet Intercept
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In Table 1 the science payload of ISEE-3 is listed and the principal

investi ators are identified. For all but the four cosmic ray instruments

(bottom?, the functional measurements are described, and the anticipated
encounter sample times and spatial resolution scales (for 1024 bit/sec
telemetry rate and 21 km/sec flyby speed) are tabulated (the Ogilvie
instrument will be configured to operate in its most rapid scan mode).
This table indicates that ISEE-3 has an excellent science capability for
study of the solar wind-comet interaction, and we proceed to illustrate
this capability by showing in Figure 4 some simultaneous ISEE-3 measurements

obtained during a 30-hour interval on November 11-12, 1978, when an inter-
planetary shock swept past the spacecraft. These interplanetary measure-
ments resemble those that will be obtained in the foreshock, near the shock,

and downstream.

TABLE 1: ISEE-3 SCIENCE PAYLOAD

PRINCIPAL 1024 BPS SAMPLING SPATIAL
INVESTIGATION INVESTIGATOR PERIOD (SEC) RESOLUTION	 (KM)

PLASMA ELECTRONS
5 EV TO 1.0 KEV S.	 J.	 BAM I 24 SEC 500 KM

MAGNETIC FIELD
1 4 GAMMA UP TO ! 1.4 GAUSS; 0-3 HZ E.	 J.	 SMITH 1/3 SEC 7 KM

PLASMA WAVES
E-FIELD:	 16 CHANNELS; 18 HZ TO 100 KHZ F.	 L.	 SCARF 1 SEC 21 KM
B-FIELD:	 11 CHANNELS; 0.3 HZ TO 1 KHZ

RADIO WAVES
E-FIELD:	 24 CHANNELS; 30 KHZ TO 2 MHz J.	 L.	 STEINBERG 112 SEC 2,400 KM

i
PLASMA IONS
VELOCITY:	 20-200 KM/SEC; M/G: 4 -50 K.	 W.	 OGILVIE 1,200 SEC 25,000 KM

ENERGETIC PROTONS
30 KEV TO 1.4 KIEV R.	 J.	 HYNDS 32 SEC 660 KM

ENERGETIC ION COMPOSITION_
30 KEV/0 < E/G < 600 KEV/0 D.	 HOVESTADT 120 SEC 2,500 KM

X RAYS AND ELECTRONS
ELTRONS'	 ^00 KEV
X UYS: -125b KEV

K.	 A.	 ANDERSON 1 SEC 21 KM

.!	 HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS E.	 C.	 STONE

`	 HIGH ENERGY COSMIC RAYS II.	 H.	 HECKMAN

MEDIUM ENERGY COSMIC RAYS T,	 voN ROSENVINGE

e	 COSMIC RAY ELECTRONS P,	 MEYER
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Figure 4.	 ISEE-3 Measurements During Passage of an Interplanetary Shock

The magnetic field profile in the bottom panel of Figure 4 shows
thF.t the interplanetary shock arrived at ISEE-3 at 0028 on November 12,
a,id that the extensive downstream region of disturbance was characterized
by the presence of intense low-fre quency magnetic turbulence. The velocity
and density panels from the plasma electron instrument also indicate
passage of a strong shock with post-shock flow disturbances, and the
18 Hz panel from the plasma wave instrument shows that the region had
large-amplitude magnetic noise that we identify as whistler mode waves.
Other significant pest-shock characteristics are the elevated 50 kHz
noise levels from the radio mapping investigation and the very large
enhancements in the fluxes of energetic protons and helium ions. 	 In

Figure 4 there is also clear evidence of a foreshock region with high
amplitudes for the ion acoustic waves (3 kHz E-field) and a pre-,hock
build-up for the 30 keV protons suggesting local acceleration. The ion

n ; mass spectrometer profiles on the right side of Figure 4 illustrate
the large variations in flow speed and composition over the two-day
interval; at this time the instrument was clearly able to resolve changes

W

	
in the populations oT 3 He ++ , "He ++ , 0 7+ , 0 E+ , "Hr ', and Fe ions.
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The relevance of these interplanetary plasma physics measurements
for the Giacobini-Zinner encounter can be understood by considering the
right side of Figure 5. Here we depict the anticipated magnetic field
and pla:ma density profiles by sketching possible variation; of the
electron plasma frequenc , f- [-(9J^ kHz, with N in cm- 1 ], the electron
cyclotron frequency, fE f -(29 B) Hz, with B in gamma], and related ion
and hybrid characteristic frequencies. Many models of the solar wind-

comet interaction suggest a shock-to-plasma sheet-to-shock distance of
2-4 million kilometers for the downstream trajectory shown in Figure 2,
and this would mean that the first half passage from the "shock region"
to the center of the plasma sheet might take from 13-26 hours at a speed

of 21.7 km/sec. Thus, the total traversal across the tail is expected
to occupy at least a full day. Moreover, the extensive foreshock contains
comet-related energetic ions, electrons, and enhanced turbulence levels
for mhd and plasma waves, so that the total time for passage through
the comet interaction region may well involve several days (The Space
Science Board of the US National Academy of Sciences suggested that
local measurements of the comet interaction be made over a distance of
10 7 km, implying coverage for five days at the ISEE-3 encounter speed.
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Figure 5. ISEE-3 Wave Coverage (Left Side) and Anticipated Variation of
Characteristic Wave Frequencies (Right Side)

The labels on the right ;ide of Figure 5 designate wave phenomena

that must be studied during the comet flyby because (a) these measurements
yield information on very significant local wave-particle interactions
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(e.g., upstream waves; bow shock and ionosheath turbulence; current-driven

plasma oscillations near the contact surface and the plasma sheet
boundaries), or (b) because these measurements provide unique diagnostic

information (e.g., detection of trapped continuum radiation in the tails
of Earth and Jupiter yields absolute plasma density profiles; detection
of upper hybrid emissions behind Titan yields similar absolute density
information). In addition, the very-low-frequency ion and hybrid mode

waves may be related to processes that develop continuously near the
tail boundary region (plasma mantle) or intermittently during substorm-like
tail disruptions. Our experience in studying plasma physics phenomena
behind Earth, Jupiter, and Titan suggests that comprehensive wave coverage
is needed, and the panels on the right side o:" Figure 5 show that the
ISEE-3 payload will indeed provide such coverage over the range from DC

to 2 MHz.

The expected science return from the ISEE-3 encounter with Comet

Giacobini-Zinner is summarized in Table 2. As noted above, ISEE-3 has no
remote sensing or imaging capability and no way to analyze physical or
chemical characteristics of dust (although the plasma wave instrument may
be able to provide dust impact data Just as the Voyager 2 instrument
provided similar information during the crossing of Saturn's G-ring).
However, as shown in Table 2, the ISEE-3 instruments will yield comprehensive
information on the dynamical plasma processes that control the solar wind

interaction with an active short-period comet.

TABLE 1: EXPECTED SCIENCE RETURN - ISEE-3 TO GIACOBINI-ZINNER

• PHYSICS OF THE COMETARY BOW SHOCK

EVALUATE SHOCK LOCATION, STRENGTH, STRUCTURE, AND RELATED PARTICLE ACCELERATION;

DETERMINE CHARACTERISTICS OF UPSTREAM IONIZATION AND MASS LOADINGi

DETERMINE EXTENT OF THE FORESHOCK.

• PHYSICS OF THE IONOSHEATH AND CONTACT SURFACE

DETERMINE THE NATURE OF THE INTERACTION BETWEEN THE INTERPLANETARY MAGNETIC FIELD
AND THE COMETARY PLASMA)

DETERMINE LOCATION, THICKNESS, AND MICROSTRUCTURE OF THE INNER BOUNDARY (CONTACT SURFACE);

EVALUATE SHEATH IONIZATION PHENOMENA AND TURBULENCE CHARACTERISTICS)

EVALUATE ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS; SEARCH FOR ELECTRON PEAKS THAT MIGHT RELATE
TO IONIZATION OF PARENT MOLECULES.

• PHYSICS Qf THE COMET TAIL

DETERMINE CONFIGURATION OF THE MAGNETIC TAIL AND CONTENT OF THE PLASMA SHEET FILAKENTS;

EVALUATE CURRENTS, WAVE-PARTICLE INTERACTIONS AND ACCELERATION PROCESSES IN THE TAIL;

EVALUATE IONIC COMPOSITION, ENERGETIC PARTICLE SPECTRA, AND ELECTRON MEAT FLUX)

SEARCH FOR PLASMA MANTLE REGIONS, CROSS-TAIL E-FIELD ACCELERATION PROCESSES, AND
SUBSTORM-LIKE PHENOMENA.
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The encounter of ISEE-3 with Giacobini-Zinner creates opportunities
for coordinated measurements that will enhance the overall scientific yield
from the many 1985-86 comet investigations now planned. Conditions for
observing Giacobini-Zinner from Earth will be excellent during 1985. The
bottom part of Figure 6 has one of the 1959 pictures of the comet, and

the top of Figure 6 shows the most relevant parameters related to Earth-
based viewing of the comet along with the corresponding information for
Halley. For an observer located at a latitude of 35N, Giacobini-Zinner
can be viewed for four or more hours throughout 1985 and, in particular,

at the t1we of the encounter. The predicted brightness (apparent total
magnitude) will exceed that of Halley until October-November and will
reach 8th magnitude at encounter.

The phasing of Giacobini-Zinner relative to Halley is such that
viewing of the two comets tends to be mutually complementary. Giacobini-
Zinner will be available for viewing during the dark hours for several
months prior to Halley and for a month or so around the time of Halley
perihelion passage which occurs in daylight.

There will also be post-encounter opportunities for ISEE-3 to make
particle and field observations in the solar wind upstream of Halley while
Earth-based or space observations of Halley are being made. Figure 2 (above)

shows the location of Halley during two intervals of closest approach to
the Halley-sun line. The first of these "radial" lineups would occur on

31 October 1985 before Halley reaches perihelion, when the view of Halley
from Earth will be excellent. At that time, the radial separation will be
0.9 AU and fast streams, sector boundaries and other solar wind phenomena
would be expected to reach Halley about 4 days later. The second lineup

would occur 31 March 1986 after the Halley perihelion passage. This line-
up will have a separation distance of 0.2 AU, and earlier in March 1986,
as the other spacecraft encounter Halley's comet, ISEE-3 should be able to
provide excellent upstream information on corotating solar wind streams
and transients.
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ABSTRACT

A comprehensive study of the November 11112, 1978 shock event
based on energetic particle; solar wind, magnetic field and wave

data from the ISEE-3, -1 and -2 spacecraft h^. been undertaken
both from the energetic particle and the collisionlLss shock

point of view. The energy density of 10-50 keV protons acceler-

ated by the shock is found to be equivalent to the upstream mag-
netic field energy density. The observations are in quantitative
agreement with Lee's (1983) self-consistent theory for t;ie excit-
ation of hydremagnetic waves and the acceleration of ions upstream
of interplanetary shocks.

1. Introduction

We present selected results of a comprehensive study of the quasi-
parallel interplanetary shock event of November 11112, 1978 from both the

collisionless shock and energetic particle points of view using magnetic

field, plasma, MHD wave a ., energetic ion measurements on ISEE-3 (-.200 R

upstream from the Earth - ., )w shock) and ISEE-1/2 (upstream, but close tE
the bow shock) (Kennel et ,il., 1983). Specifically we compare the obser-
vations with quantitative predictions of current theories of particle
acceleration by quasi-parallel shocks. Several papers have addressed the
November 11112 shock event (Reinhard et al., 1981; Kennel et al., 1982;
Sch^ler et al., 1983; Tsurutani et al., 1983; lee, 1983).

2. Event Overview

Figure 1 presents selected ISEE-3 energetic ion, plasma wave, solar
wind and interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) data for the period 1800 UT
on Nov. 11, 1978 to 2400 LT on Nov. 12. The shock encounters ISEE-3 at
0028 UT on Nov. 12. In the upstream period the 35-56 keV proton and the
3 kHz ion acoustic wave intensities increased and the solar wind density
decreased, all three with superimposed fine structure, until the shock.
The IMF magnitude and solar wind speed remained virtually constant at 7.5
nT and 375 km s- 1 , respectively. At the shock the ion acoustic wave
amplitude maximised and then suddenly dropped. The 35-56 keV proton flux

rose by a factor of 10 in the last half hour before the shock passage to
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Fig. 1. (left) 30-hr period of selected ISEE-3 data around the
interplanetary shock encountered at 0028 UT on Nov. 12, 1978.

N is the solar wind pseudo-density taken from the data pool.

Fig. 2, (right) Time evolution for the period 2100 UT to 0100 UT
of ISEE-3 energetic proton fluxes in 8 particle channels between
35 and 1600 keV ((1) 35-56 keV; (2) 56-91 keV; (3) 91-147 keV;
(4) 147-237 keV, etc,); ratio of differential fluxes in success-
ive energy channels; first-order parallel anisotropy amplitudes
of 35-56 keV proton distribution in solar wind frame; spectral

density of 3,16 kHz ion acoustic waves; variance in the 0.01 -
3 Hz IMF Y-component.

a first maximum at the shock, reached a second peak about 0240 UT, comm-
enced a slow decline and dropped suddenly near 1715 UT coincident with
the arrival of the flare ejecta at ISEE-3.

Figure 2 compares intensities, spectral indices and the anisotropies

of the 35-1600 keV protons with ion acoustic and <3 Hz MHD wave ampli-
tudes in the ISEE-3 upstream region. This entire region was free from
effects associated with the bow shock. Detailed anal,tis of the solar

wind electron observations, which exhibited strong bidirectional stream-
ing, provides strong evidence that ISEE-3 entered a closed magnetic loop

("bubble") at 2230 UT that intersected the approaching interplanetary
shock at both ends. Inside this upstream bubble the ion acoustic and
MHD wave amplitudes are intense and nearly constant till .0000 UT, The

low energy (< 200 keV) proton channels respond significantly to the
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arrival of the bubble. On entering it the first-order proton anisotropy
goes essentially to zero, indicating an isotropic distribution. In the
last half hour prior to the shock encounter the ion acoustic wage ampli-
tude increases, strongly correlated with the steep rise of the low-
energy proton intensity and the start of significant field-aligned
streaming in the solar wind frame from the direction of the approaching
shock. The <3 Hz `1HD wave amplitude remains nearly constant.

3. Shock Structure and Wave Activity

Detailed analysis of the IMF and solar wind data from ISEE-3 and -1
using four different techniques (Kennel et al., 1983) resulted in the
shock normal angle oBN = 40 , a fast Mach number M F = 2.6, a Jump of field
strength of 2.2. We note that these parameters are for the local plasma
subshock and do not take into account the effects of energetic ions.

We suggest that energetic ions must play a significant role in the
shock structure. The measured 35-56 keV proton flux of the shock is
3 X - 10 , p/cn 2 s sr. The corresponding number and energy densities are
x,10-3 p cm -3 and 0.7 x 10 -10 ergs cm -3 , respectively. This energetic
proton energy density, probably even an under-estimate, is about 1/3 of
the energy density of the upstream magnetic field, 2 x 10- 10 erg cm-3.
Extrapolating the observed proton spectrum down to 10 keV results in an
increase of the particle energy density by a factor 4.

Upstream waves are continuously present to unusually large distances
from the shock. Emissions at 1900 UT on Nov. 11 imply that the scale of
the upstream wave region corresponds to vO.04 AU (Tsurutani et al., 1983).
This region of enchanted upstream wave activity coincides with the ext-
ended region of the energetic protons (Fig. 1). Ftgure 3 shows 8 min-
utes of high-resolution magnetic field
data surrounding the ISEE-3 (top) and	 E
ISEE-1 (bottom) shock encounters. 	 •,
Large amplitude (6 nT p-p) slightly
compressional waves with ,.7-s periods	 :s
are apparent just ahead of the shock.

The region between the shock and a
strong IMF rotation contains extremely
large (ti20 n' p-p) transverse magnetic
field fluctuations, with wavelengths
(ti3 to 20 s periods) comparable with
the thermal ion Larmor radius in the
shock-heated p l asma and therefore
consistent with the resonant firehose
instability. The upstream and down-
stream waves near the shock propagate
essentially parallel to the local
magnetic field.

4. Comparison of Observations with
Theory

Lee (1983) recently presented a

self-consistent theory for the excit-

ation of hydromagnetic waves and the
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Fig. 3. If+1F Y-component and mag-
nitude around the ISEE-3 (0028:20
UT) and ISEE-1 (0058:30 'UT) shock
encounters. Both magnitude pro-
files are essentially identical.
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acceleration of ions upstream of interplanetary shocks by first-order

Fermi processes. We compare several facets of our observations with the
predictions made by the equilibrium theory.

a) The measured proton distribution transformed into the solar wind

frame shows field-aligned streaming away from the shock with an amplitude
of vO.35 for the 35-56 keV protons in the ,.100 RE wide upstream region
adjacent t o the shock. In the near-shock downstream region we observe
isotropy. If we transform our observations into a frame moving with the
shock velocity, we find isotropy in the near-shock upstream region.
These results agree with the prediction of Lee (1983) and the observa-
tions of Scholer et al. (1983). Farther upstream (2230-0000 UT) we also
observe isotropy in the solar wind frame.

b) The energy spectrum can be fitted neither up nor downstream by a
single exponent power law over the full 35-1600 keV range. For E ti 250

keV the differential proton spectrum has a spectral index of y = 1.1 at
the shod and ha-dens with increasing upstream distance from the shock,
in agreement -:p ith theory. f=arther upstream, inside the bubble, the spec-
trum turr- ov.z,-. as calculated by Lee. In the downstream region (' 20
min. postshock) we find over the full enemy range an excellent fit of
the differential energy spectrum dJ/dE tiv- e-v /v o where v = 4.9 x 108
cm s -1 in agreement with the calculations of Forman (1981) 0.

c) We measure for 35-56 keV protons an e-folding distance of 3.3 x 1010
cm in the shock frame (Vs h R; 700 km s- 1 ) in the last 10 min. upstream of
the shock. This is in fair agreement with the value which we calculate
from Lee's theory as L s = 1.2 x 10 10 cm using the shock (0 N = 400
nyp = 3.1 cm 3 ) and particle parameters (fp(30 keV,&) = 3.3 X10- 24 cm-6
s-, Y = 1.1) of this study. The observed scale length increases, as
predicted, with energy.

d) Lee (1983) predicts that upstream of the shock ion cyclotron waves
should be generated by resonant cyclotron interactions with the energetic
particle distribution. He estimates that the rms amplitude of the ion-
excited waves at the shock front, normalised to that of the upstream
field, is about 0.13. We find from ISEE-3 (6B)rr.,/B = 0.14 - 0.16, in

excellent agreement with theory.
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Abstract

We study the quasi-parallel interplanetary shock of November 11-12, 1978

from both the collisionless shock and energetic particle points of view, using

measurements of the interplanetary magnetic and electric fields, solar wind

electrons, plasma and MHD waves, and intermediate and high-energy ions obtained

on ISEE-1, -2, and -3. We will characterize the interplanetary environment

through which the shock was propagating when it encountered the three spacecraft,

document as completely as possible the observations of this shock, and test

current theories of quasi-parallel shock structure and particle acceleration.

These observations tend to confirm present self-consistent theories of first-

order Fermi-acceleration by shocks and of collisionless shock dissipation

involving firehose instability. 10-50 keV protons accelerated by the shock

achieved a B of order unity just upstream of the shock and, nex': to the solar

wind energy flux, pv'/2, were the most significant dynamical parameter character-

izing the upstream flow. The 5 keV "seed" or "upstream" protons were highly

anisotropic and may have been accelerated by the ion cyclotron electron heat

flux instability. The shock was propagating in a closed magnetic loop when

it encountered ISEE-1, -2, and -3.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introductory Remarks

The shock of November 11-12, 1978 has been characterized a's "the

granddaddy of allg	 y	 quasi-parallel interplanetaries" (J. T. Gosling, private

communication, 1982). Whether or not this is apt, the shock has attracted

considerable interest. The facts that it was high-speed (600-700 km/sec)

and quasi-parallel were enough to single it out for attention. It was the

first interplanetary shock for which an extended region of ion acoustic

turbulence, essentially identical to that upstream of the bow shock, was

found (Kennel et al., 1982). The region of ion acoustic disturbance ahead

of it proved to be surprisingly large -- large enough to be of interest to

cosmic ray acceleration theories -- and immediately raised the question of

whether other signatures of the earth's foreshock would be found equally far

upstream of it. In the meantime, the energetic particle community was also

looking into the November 11-12, 1978 shock, for it was one of the strongest

ESP particle acceleration events observed in the intermediate energy range,

-10 keV - 2 MeV (Reinhard et al., 1981). The number of papers concerned with

the November 11-12, 1978 shock, wholly or in part, is increasing rapidly

(Russell et al., 1982; Tsurutani et al., 1983; Scholer et al., 1983; Lee, 1983)

and shows no signs of early abatement.

In view of the manifest experimental and theoretical interest in the
i

November 11-12, 1978 shock, we believe a synoptic survey of the observations

of this shock is now in order. This paper assembles ISEE-1, -2, and -3

observations of the interplanetary magnetic and

plasma waves, and intermediate and high-energy ii



1978 to 2400 UT on November 12, 1978, a period which includes the passage

over the three spacecraft of a large region of upstream interplanetary

disturbance, the shock, multiple neutral sheet crossings downstream, and,

finally, the piston. We will collect enough information to begin-to examine,

for the first time, a quasi-parallel shock from the points of view of both 	 I
its collisionless shock structure and of its interaction with energetic

particles. For this shock, we will see that the two approaches cannot be

separated.

Our objectives in this paper are three-fold: First, to characterize

the interplanetary environment through which the shock was propagating when

it encountered ISEE-1, -2, and -3; second, to document as completely as

possible the observations of the shock; and, third, using this documentation,

to test at least the conceptual outlines and, where possible, the quantitative

predictions of current theories of quasi-parallel shock structure and particle

acceleration. Because of its objectives, this paper will be long, and its

structure will be complex. Section 1.2 lists the instruments whose data we

use. Chapter 2, in which we summarize the observational and theoretical

context from which this study has emerged, introduces the questions upon which

our observations have a bearing. Chapter 3 characterizes the gross properties

of the November 11-12, 1978 shock event in terms of eight energetic particle

and plasma diagnostics recorded during a 30-hour period containing the shock.

In Chapter 4, we present ISEE-1 and -3 measurements of the shock and the shock
	

a

normal solution emerging from these measurements. Chapter 4 also characterizes

the events that occurred in the first two to three hours after shock encounter.

Chapter 5 focuses on ISEE-3 measurements taken during the 6-hour period prior

to shock encounter, and Chapter 6 summarizes the corresponding ISEE-1 data.

%



Chapter 7 presents some experimental data bearing upon the ion acoustic

turbulence observed upstream of the shock and on the possible existence of

the ion cyclotron electron heat flux instability upstream of the shock.

Chapter 8 compares the theoretical predictions discussed in Section 1.2

with our observations, and Chapter 9 closes with a few brief remarks.
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Table 1 lists the instruments whose data we have assembled for this

study. These instruments and their capabilities have been described in a

special issue of the IEEE Transactions on Geoscience Electronics (Vol. GE-16,

No. 3, July, 1978) and in subsequent scientific publications by members of

the individual scientific teams. The second column in Table 1 lists the

first author and the page number in Geoscience Electronics of the article

that describes each instrument.

This paper also makes use of data on a-particle count rates, obtained

by the ISEE-3 Nuclear and Ionic Charge Distribution Particle Experiment

(Hovestaot et al., p. 166, 1978), and on 50 kHz electric field voltages

obtained by the ISEE-3 3-Dimensional Radio Mapping Experiment (Knoll et al.,

p. 199, 1978), which were communicated to us privately.

In most cases, the data assembled here are survey data presented in

standard display f-rmtts developed by each experimental team in the course

of their research, and the dstr analyses were not optim?zed particularly for

the study of the November 11-12, 1978 shock. In se%eral instances, the

individual experimental teams are presently working on refined analyses of

the data for this and other interplanetary shock events, which they will

publish separately.

1
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TABLE 1. INSTRUMENTS

ISEE-3

Solar Wind Plasma

Low-Energy Protons

Plasma Waves

Vector Helium Magnetometer

Reference

Bame et al. (p. 160)

Balogh et al. (p. 176)

Scarf et al. (p. 191)

Frandsen et al. (p. 195)

ISEE-2

Instrument	 Reference

Fluxgate Magnetometer 	 Russell (p. 239)

Energetic Particles
	

Anderson et al. (p. 213)

ISEE-1

t.

Instrument

Fluxgate Magnetometer

Energetic Particles

Plasma Waves

DC and Low-Frequency Electric Fields

Reference

Russell (p. 239)

Anderson et al. (p. 213)

Gurnett et al. (p. 225)

Moser et al. (p. 258)

r
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2. OBSERVATIONAL AND THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Introductory Remarks

In recent years, the space and astrophysical plasma commurvities have

been occupied with different aspects of three general questions:

• Wny are quasi-parallel (Q II ) and quasi-perpendicular (Ql)

collisionless shocks so different?

• How do collisionless shocks accelerbte particles to high

energies?

• How does energetic particle acceleration affect shock

structure?

It is gradually becoming clear that all three questions are interrelated, and

we will have to consider all three to interpret the data we have assembled for

the interplanetary shock event of November 11-12, 1978. We might also add a

fourth question to the above list which data on shocks in the solar system

alone cannot answer: To what extent can the knowledge gained from solar system

shock studies be successfully applied to the study of cosmic ray acceleration

by astrophysical shocks?

; n
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2.2 Q „ and Q, Shock Structure

Bow shock studies have revealed a profound difference between Qlland

Ql shocks (Formisano, 1977; Greenstadt and Fredricks, 1979). The shock normal 	 u

angle 
eBn 

separates the two types; Ql shocks have 
eBn 

t 45 0 -55 0 , and vice versa

for Q iI shocks. Quasi-perpendicular shocks appear to be about an ion Larmor

radius thick (Leroy gt Al., 1982; Livesey et Al., 1982), as measured by jumps
— —	 I

in both the magnetic field strength and plasma density. On the other hand,

in Q ll shocks, the magnetic field undergoes a much broader and more disorderly

transition whose spatial scale is difficult to determine from bow-shock measure-

ments. It is clot known whether there is a thin density jump embedded within

the broad region of large-scale magnetic turbulence that ch-racterizes QII

shocks.

The facts that Q 11 shocks allow significant access upstream of particles

that have interacted with the shack, while Ql shocks do not, appear to be the

primary observational distinction between the two. As early as 1968, we knew

that an clement of solar wino flow could have foreknowledge of an impending

bow-shock crossing if it were connected magnetically to the bow-shock surface.

The connected region of upstream disturbance has come to be known as the

foreshock. The interplanetary field line that is instantaneously tangent to

the bow-shack surface defines the leading edge of the foreshock; at the point

of tangency, the shock normal angle e Br. is 90 0 . Near the point of tangency,

the locally Q1 shock evidently accelerates electrons (Anderson, 1968, 1969;

Anderson et al.. 1981) and ions (Gosling et al., 1978; Greenstadt et al., 1981)

into focused beams which escape upstream along f;:le lines. When they are

observed upstream, the electron and ion beams may oe traced kinematically

back to the shock. Although they both are generates where the shuck is locally
i
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Ql, the electron beam is encountered upstream of the ion beam. The escaping

electron and ion distributions become progressively more diffuse downstream

of their beam leading edges, on field lines that connect to a bow shock that

is more and more Q II (Anderson et M., 1979; Gosling et al., 1978;-Greenstadt

et al., 1980).

The superthermal particles in the foreshock generate a rich spectrum

of magnetohydrodynamic and plasma veves. Escaping electrons generate electron

plasma waves (Scarf et al., 1971; Anderson et al., 1981), low-frequency (- 1 Hz)

whistler waves (Sentman et al	 1982), and higher-frequency whistlers (Fairfield,

1974). Ion acoustic waves are closely associated with superthermal ions and

electrons in the foreshock (Scarf et al., 1971; Rodriguez and Gurnett, 1975;

Anderson et al., 1981). The measured ion beam (Gary, 1981) and diffuse ion

(Sentman et al., 1981b) distributions are unstable to hydromagnetic waves,

which achieve large amplitudes in the diffuse proton zone (Paschmann et al.,

.1979; Greenstadt et al., 1980; Hoppe et al., 1981).

The impressive clarification of foresho,,k phenomenology cited above has

not improved our fundamental understanding of the difference between Q 1 and Q11

shocks because of an ambiguity inherent in the interpretation of foreshock

measurements. It has been argued that many, perhaps most, of the upstream

ions cane from the ion foreshock beam (Same et al., 1981). As such beam ions

propagate upstream, they destabilize low-frequency electromagnetic waves

which subsequently scatter and decelerate them. The decelerated ions and

the waves are blown downstream by the solar wind to fill the entire foreshock

with waves and superthermal ions. The waves are ultimately blown back into

the quasi-parallel zone of the shack surface, possibly accounting for the

disordered magnetic structure if 0 1, shocks. In this interpretation, the Q1I

C - Ox,



bow-shock structure we observe is an artifact of the small radius of curvature

of the bow shock. Indeed, the foreshock has a spatial scale that equals or

exceeds the bow shock's curvature radius. On the other hand, one can argue

that superthermal ions ought to escape naturally from plane 
QII 

shocks (Edmiston

et el., 1982). In this case, some of the foreshock phenomena we observe might

be inherent to 
QII 

shock structure. Indeed, the superthermal ions have an an

energy density comparable with that of the interplanetary field, and, more

significantly, the solar wind is decelerated and deflected when it enters the

foreshock (Bonifazi et al., 1980) by an amount compatible with the momentum

flux carried by shock-escaping ions (Sentman et al., 1981a), suggesting that

part of the shock transition is accomplished in the foreshock.

Although it is not possible to ascertain the true extent of 
QII 

shocks

from bow-shock data, one is more likely to succeed with interplanetary shccks,

whose radii of curvature are 250-2500 times that of the bow shock. To

ascertain whether Q ll interplanetary shocks have foreshocks, one should begin

by comparing measurements made at equal distances upstream of interplanetary

shocks and the bow shock. This implies searching for foreshock signatures a

few minutes before an interplanetary shock encounter, when the high-speed shock

is a few earth radii from the spacecraft. At present, the search for inter-

planetary foreshock phenomena is incomplete. However, Russell and Hoppe (1982)

and Tsurutani et al. (1983) have found hydromagnetic waves, whose amplitudes

and frequencies are similar to those in the earth's foreshock, a few earth

radii ahead of Q II interplanetary shocks. Moreover, Kennel et al. (1982) found

that the amplitude and spectrum of ion acoustic waves a few R E ahead of inter-

planetary shocks are remarkably similar to those in the earth's foreshock.

1

Thus, at least two features characteristic of the earth's foreshock also occur



upstream of Qo interplanetary shocks.

The ion acoustic waves were observed to extend several hundred earth

radii ahead of Qu interplanetary stacks, the first indication that their

foreshocks might be very much larger than is possible to infer from bow-shock

studies (Kennel et el., 1982). It is of obvious interest to inquire whether

other phenomena characteristic of the earth's foreshock also occur far upstream

of interplanetary Qo shocks. However, it would be difficult to relate a burst

of superthermal ions, or an outbreak of magnetic turbulence, that occurs

several hours before an interplanetary shock encounter, to the shock, unless

one could also associate it with the ensemble of phenomena characteristic of

the earth's foreshock. Thus, case studies of interplanetary shocks are called

for. This paper reports the results of one such study. About three hours

before the November 11-12, 1978 quasi-parallel shock passed over ISEE-3, ion

acoustic turbulence began to increase in intensity, at first irregularly and

then steadily until the shock was encountered (Kennel et al., 1982). One

objective of this paper will be to document, with as many plasma diagnostics

as possible, the extended region of disturbance upstream of this shock.

Let us now briefly survey the development of our theoretical ideas

concerning the structure of quasi-parallel shocks. It has been popular to

separate the structure into a local shock layer, whose thickness scales as

the Larmor radius of a thermal ion, and a more extended region, of as yet

undetermined thickness, in which part of the shock dissipation required by

the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions is accomplished. It is in the extended foreshock

that the processes thought responsible for energetic particle acceleration

occur. In other words, the overall Q I) shock consists of a foreshock and a

plasma subshock. In general, laboratory and space plasma theoreticians have
I >	 ,i
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concentrated on the subshock and the near foreshock, and cosmic ray and

astrophysical plasma theorists have focused on the foreshock and neglected

subshock structure.

Parker (1961) was the first to recognize implicitly the role of

escaping ions in the dynamics of Q 11 shocks, when he argued that parallel

ion beams would be firehose unstable and thereby produce large-amplitude

Alfvgn turbulence that accomplishes the shock transition on a scale of many

ion Larmor radii. Moiseev and Sagdeev (1963) developed a model in which

upstream ions could be reflected from an electrostatic potential structure

at low sonic Mach numbers; at sonic Mach numbers exceeding 1.6, the steady

potential structure would no longer exist. Moiseev and Sagdeev (1963) then

argued th?t turbulent heating would produce a firehose unstable turbulent

anisotropy if the upstream plasma B were sufficiently high. This point of

view was subsequently taken up by Kennel and Sagdeev (1967) and Kennel and

Petschek (1968), who developed a theory of low Mach number firehose shocks

in high B plasmas. Auer and Volk's (1973) numerical simulation subsequently

confirmed the general outlines of firehose shock theory. These models of the

shock failed to recognize the importance of Parker's (1961) suggestion and

did not include the effects of escaping upstream ions. Kennel (1981) suggested

that a fusion of the ion heat-flux and anisotropy firehose models might be

promising.

The above models considered only the long wavelength limit of the
f

firehose instability, where it is non-resonant. On the other hand, the same

mode is resonant for wavelengths near the thermal ion larmor radius, or when

the plasma B is less than unity (Kennel and Scarf, 1968). Recent work on

resonant anisotropy instability has focused on the foreshock and not on the



subshock. Gary (1981) and Sentman et al. (1981) showed that the ions escaping

from the terrestrial subshock are unstable to the resonant instability and, if

the conditions are appropriate, to the non-resonant instability as well. It

is generally believed that this instability is responsible for the large-amplitude

upstream waves in the earth's foreshock. Lee (1982) has developed a self-

consistent theory for the decay of an ion beam escaping from a parallel subshock

due to resonant quasi-linear scattering by low-frequency electromagnetic waves

and the subsequent energization of ions by scattering and shock compression.

In this theory, the physics of the escaping superthermal ions and cosmic ray

acceleration are both consequences of turbulence generated by pitch-angle

anisotropies.

Until recently, there was no evidence for MHD waves well upstream of

interplanetary shocks. However, Russell et al. (1982) and Tsurutani et al. (1983)

have recently found them upstream of quasi-parallel shocks. Lee (1983) extended

his self-consistent theory to the interplanetary case and applied it to the

November 11-12, 1978 shock. Starting with Scholer et al's (1983) measured

30 keV/Q ion intensity, he was able to account for their particle measurements

at higher energy and to predict a wave amplitude and spectrum that we will

compare with observation in this paper.

Numerical simulations have contributed substantially to quasi-parallel

shock theory. Because of the limitations of spatial scale, numerical simulations

treat only the subshock. Biskamp and Weller (1972) proposed an electrostatic,

rather than electromagnetic, ion beam instability as the dissipation mechanism

for the strong quasi-parallel shock they simulated. Forslund and Friedberg

(1971) and Forslund et al. (1980) found that the Q+ 1 shock produces a large-

amplitude standing whistler which decays into an ion acoustic wave and another
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whistler, and proposed that the ion wave accomplishes the ion heating in

the quasi-parallel shock. Recent 2-0 simulations (Quest et al., 1983) confirm

that large-amplitude whistler turbulence on the ion inertial scale length is

generated in the shock. They also find that intense fluxes of ions are

reflected upstream. Kan and Swift (1983) have simulated Q  shocks in one

spatial dimension. They find that a whistler wave train standing upstream

of the shock resonantly scatters the incoming thermal ions, and that non-

resonant firehose erodes are created downstream.

. In summary, nearly all theories of Q 11 shock structure agree that

large-amplitude magnetic turbulence, with frequencies that span the range

from well below to somewhat above the ion cyclotron frequency, is central

to the dissipation in the plasma subshock and to the dynamics of the foreshock

ahead of it.
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2.3 Shock Acceleration of Energetic Particles

Until recently, w)st theories of cosmic ray acceleration have

concentrated on elucidating how single particles can attain high energy

by single or multiple encounters with collisionless shocks which are

considered to be infinitely thin and whose plasma structure is therefore

assumed to be relatively unimportant. Looked at in this fashion, shocks

can accelerate particles in several ways. Ions whose Larmor radius exceeds

the shock thickness conserve their gyrophase averaged magnetic moment

(E. N. Parker, unpublished manuscript, 1958; Chen and Armstrong, 1972;

Shebanskii, 1972; Pesses, 1979; Teresawa, 1979a,b). Such ions approaching

the shock from upstream would therefore be either reflected from or transmitted

through the jump in magnetic field at the shock, depending upon their pitch

angle. Reflected ions grad-B drfit parallel to the flow electric field, and

they thereby acquire energy more efficiently the more quasi-perpendicular

the shock. However, since multiple reflections are needed to account for

the observed acceleration by interplanetary shocks (Pesses, 1979), reflected

ions would have to scatter from upstream MHD turbulence back towards the

shock. They then can be either re-reflected or retransmitted at their next

encounter with the shock. Re-reflected particles can repeat the above cycle,

and some can reach high energy.

Energetic particles that are transmitted through the shock can be

scattered by downstream magnetic turbulence back towards the shock. Such

particles are subject to first-order Fermi-acceleration by multiple reflections

between upstream and downstream waves that convect approximately with the

local flow speed. The shock then serves primarily to decelerate the flow

so that the scattering centers appear to converge toward one another



in the shock frame. In the test particle limit, this mechanism does not take

i

intc account the momentum transfer between cosmic rays and the plasma. The

integral spectrum calculated for non-relativistic particles Fermi-accelerated

by infinite plane shocks depends only upon the ratio of upstream and downstream

flow speeds (Krimsky, 1911; Word et al., 1977; Bell, 1978a,b; Blandford and

Ostriker, 1978). Because the particle spectral index calculated for strong

shocks is close to the observed galactic cosmic ray index, supernova shocks

are promising candidates to accelerate galactic cosmic rays.

For the solar system, the theory of first-order Fermi-acceleration

has.been applied to the diffuse ions upstream of the bow shock (Eichler, 1981;

Teresawa, 1981; Lee et al., 1981; Forman, 1981; Ellison, 1981; Lee, 1982),

and to the so-called ESP events associated with interplanetary shocks, in which

energetic ions are observed to increase well before the shock encounter

(Scholer and Morfill, 1975; Scholer et al., 1983; Lee, 1983). Lee's (1982)

theory predicts the energy spectra of different species reported by Ipavich

et al., (1981a,b) and the rough spectrum and amplitude of the low-frequency

waves observed upstream of the bow shock by Hoppe et al. (1981) and others.

The observed spectrum of bow-shock diffuse particles cuts off above about

100 keV, which may be explained by the finite extent of the bow shock. Either

a given magnetic field line remains connected to the region where the bow shock

is strong for a finite time, or the particles diffuse across the magnetic

field onto field lines which no longer interact with the shock. Either effect

limits the number of shock crossings a particle can have and, therefore, the

energy to which it can be accelerated.

The field line connection time is much larger for interplanetary shocks

than for the bow shock, so the first-order Fermi mechanism will have longer



to operate. Ac.ording to the simplest theory, the energetic ion fluxes

should increase exponentially approaching the shock, maximize at the shock,

and hold approximately constant downstream -- features characteristic of

ESP events. The accelerated ions upstream should be essentially isotropic

in the shock frame and isotropic in the solar wind frame. Until very recently,

there have been relatively few measurements of moderate energy ions in ESP

events in the eiiergy range (10's of keV) that bridges the low-energy plasma

and "seed" particles (see below) and high-energy cosmic rays. A recent study

of 30-150 keV/Q protons and alphas in three ESP events (Scholer et al., 1983)

finds that the observed particle energy and angular distributions and spatial

profiles are consistent with first-order Fermi-acceleration theory. One of

Scholer et al's (1983) three events is the shock of November 11-12, 1978,

and we will discuss Scholer et al's results for this shock in due course.
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2.4 Relation of Shock Structure and Particle Acceleration

Most theories of particle acceleration by shocks treat the cosmic rays

as test particles. E. N. Parker was one of the first to realize that cosmic

rays had sufficient energy density to contribute to shock structure. Wentzel

(1971) and Axford et al. (1977) included cosmic rays as a second fluid in

the shock Rankine-Hugoniot relations. Cosmic rays and plasma were assumed

to have different dissipation mechanisms. whose scale length is much larger

for the cosmic rays than for the plasma. In these models, energetic particles

are presumed to reside upstream prior to shock passage; the cosmic ray flux,

a free parameter, is conserved across the shock,, and if it is large enough,

it can create a shock entirely in cosmic rays without a subshock in the thermal

plasma. Such multiple-fluid shock models have been extended by Drury and Volk

(1981) and Axford et al. (1982), who modeled the plasma hydrodynamically. It

appears that interplanetary shocks should have both a cosmic ray foreshock

and a plasma subshock for the range of sonic Mach numbers and particle intensities

encountered in the solar system. An extension of these theories to magnetohydro-

dynamics (Hada and Kennel, 1983) confirms this conclusion. The shocks identified

in the interplanetary medium should thus be considered as subshocks, and part

of the shock transition should be accomplished across a very much more extended

cosmic ray foreshock, an effect already observed in the terrestrial foreshock.

Since the November 11-12, 1978 shock did have a pre-existing upstream energetic

particle flux that was contained in a closed magnetic field region, it will be

used to test the quantitative predictions of the above two-fluid models of shocks.
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2.5 Toward a Unified View of Shock Structure and First-Order Fermi-

Three more interrelated questions must be answered before we arrive at

a theory that, among other things, computes the cosmic ray intensity and

spectrum as a function of shock parameters:

• Under what circumstances is the Fermi-acceleration scenario

realized in practice?

• How do particles that are originally part of the thermal

plasma reach the energy threshold where Fermi-acceleration

begins to operate?

• To what extent is the turbulence that scatters thermal plasma

in the subshock and energetic plasma in the foreshock similar

in character?

Recent research has made the answer to the first of the above questions

clear. Only quasi-parallel shocks have extended regions of MHD turbulence

both upstream and downstream, and this fact is related to the ease with which

not only energetic cosmic rays, but also particles on the tail of the thermal

distribution, can free stream across the shock.

An answer to the second question, the so-called "seed particle problem",

is urgently needed because it will ultimately tell us the efficiency with

which shocks can convert flow energy into cosmic ray energy. One should not

rely on a pre-existing flux of cosmic rays upstream, and it is generally

believed that at least quasi-parallel shocks self-consistently generate their

own characteristic spectrum of cosmic rays. Eichler (1979) and Ellison (1981)

have developed a model in which both thermal and energetic ions interact with

waves in essentially the same way to produce a spatial diffusiorr-length that

is proportional to the ion larmor radius. Such a diffusion model is capable



of producing a high-energy tail with striking efficiency. Observationally,

it is clear that the seed particles were once thermal ions that have interacted

once with this shock on their way to participating in the Fermi process. In

the case of the bow shock, these are the few keV, so-called "upstream" or

"superthermal" ions that were reflected from ( game et al., 1980) or transmitted

through (Edmiston et e1. 0 1982) the shock. There have been few studies of

the few keV analog of upstream particles from interplanetary shocks.

Nearly all theories of seed particles, cosmic ray acceleration, and,

to a lesser extent, shock structure overlook the possible role of electrons

and electron heat fluxes, not only in regulating the potential drop across

the shock, but in participating in instabilities. that subsequently energize

or scatter ions. We will present evidence that an important interaction with

the electron heat flux occurred in the foreshock far upstream of the shock of

November 11-12. 1978.

Existing research suggests that it may be possible to accomplish the

entire quasi-parallel foreshock-subshock transition with low-frequency electro-

magnetic waves as the dominant scattering mechanism. Ellison's (1981) Monte

Carlo sim4 1.5tion was based upon this presumption. The theories cited above

for the resonant scattering of upstream particles (Lee, 1982, 1983) and the

thermalization of the plasma (Parker, 1%1; Kennet and Sagdeev, 1967; Kennel

and Petschek, 1968; Auer and Volk, 1973) all invoke long-wavelength electro-

magnetic waves destabilized by pitch-angle anisotropy. Even the thermalization

of incoming plasma ions by standing whistlers found in numerical simulations

(Quest et al., 1983; Kan and Swift, 1y93) is a variation on the same theme.

However, the role. if any, of short-wavelength electrostatic turbulence in

quasi-parallel shock structure has not been defined experimentally or considered

theoretically with any cogency.
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3. INTRODUCTORY VIEW OF NOVEMBER 11-12, 1978 SHOCK

Figure 1 presents selected ISEE-3 data for the period 1800 UT on

November 11, 1978 to 2400 UT one November 12, 1978. The shack encountered

ISEE-3 at 0028 UT on November 12, 1978. The data shown are. starting at the

top panel and working downwards, 30-36 keV/Q *-particle cou rates (M. Scholer,

private communication, 1982), 35-56 keV proton intensities, 50 kHz electric

field voltages (J. L. Steinberg, private commu ►,ication, 1982), 3 kHz electric

field spectral amplitudes, 17.8 Hz magnetic field spectral amplitudes, the

solar wind speed and density (Barre et a l ., 1981), and the interplanetary

magnetic field magnitude.

During the entire period from 1800 UT until the shock, the interplanetary

field magnitude and solar wind speed remained virtually constant at 7y and

370 km-s- 1 , respectively. Variable fluxes of energetic prc^ans streaming

along magnetic field lines away from the earth indicate that ISEE-3 had been

magnetically connected to the earth's bow shock prior to 1725 UT on November 11.

During the variable proton event and until 1840 UT, the superthermal electron

fluxes were also highly variable, with their heat flux alternately toward and

away from earth, suggesting that the period 1725-1840 UT was one of complex,

variable connection to the bow shock. We will concentrate on the more orderly

da`tia after 1840 LIT, where we will argue there was no evidence of a bow-shock

connection.

The solar wind density maximized, and the 35-56 keV proton intensity

and 3.16 kHz electric field amplitude minimized, at about 1920 UT. Thereafter,

the 35-56 keV proton intensity and the 3.16 kHz electric field amplitudes

increased, and the solar wind density decreased, all three with superposed

fine structure, until the shock. The five-hour, more or less steady increase
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in the energetic proton intensity prior to the shock identifies this as an

ESP event.

It is particularly important to note the sudden drop in solar wind

density at 2230 UT, which is coincident with sudden increases to'plateaus in

the 35-56 keV proton and 3.16 kHz ion acoustic wave intensities. According

to Kennel et al. (1982), the electric field amplitudes between 1 and 10 kHz

jumped near 2230 UT. Note that the 50 kHz electric field voltage diminished

slightly at 2230 UT. The count rate of 30-36 keV/Q Helium ions reached a

small secondary maximum after 2230 UT. A number of other measurements, to

be presented later, will indicate that the state of the solar wind after

2230 UT was distinctly different from the one preceding 2230 UT.

The 35-56 keV proton intensity increased by a factor 10 in the last

half-hour before the shock passed over ISEE-3. If this energetic proton front

co-moved with the shock, which had a speed of about 700 km-s- 1 , its exponential

scale length was about 50 RE . The measured 35-56 keV proton intensity was

about 3x10" p-cm 2-s-1-sr- 1 just prior to the shock encounter. The corresponding

35-56 keV proton number and energies were about 10- 3 p-cm- 3 and 0.1 ergs-cm-3,

respectively. This energy density is probably an underestimate, because the

measured spectrum was quite hard, but even it is about 1/3 the energy density

of the magnetic field upstream, 240 -10 ergs-cm-1 . Extrapolating the observed

E-1 differential proton spectrum from 35 keV to 10 keV would increase the

energetic proton energy density by a factor 3.6. The fact that the energetic

proton energy density was comparable to that of the plasma and magnetic field

upstream of the shock suggests that energetic protons played a significant role

in the overall structure of the shock.

The 3.16 kHz ion acoustic wave amplitudes maximized at the shock and then



dropped suddenly. The amplitude of 17.8 Hz whistler mode magnetic turbulence,

which was near threshold upstream, increased suddenly and gradually returned

to threshold 18 hours later. The amplitudes of 0.1 - 1 kHz electric fields

(not shown), which were also near threshold upstream, jumped suddenly at the

shock and persisted foo , many hours downstream (Kennel et al., 1982). The

50 kHz electric field voltage jumped at the shock and only returned to the

preshock level after 1600 UT. Persistent enhancements of broadband low-

frequency turbulence, 0.1 - 1 kHz electric field turbulence, and electric

field noise above tLe plasma frequency (some tens of kHz in the downstream

region), are characteristic features of the flow downstream of interplanetary

shocks (Kennel et al., 1982; Hoang et Li., )980). Grigorieva and S1ysh (1970),

Meyer-Vernet (1979), and Hoang et al. (1980) interpret the high-frequency

electric field continuum as due to enhanced thermal electron plasma wave

fluctuations.

The count rate of 30-36 keV/Q Helium ions, which had hovered slightly

above threshold at the shock, jumped by a factor 40 at the shock and gradually

returned to threshold over the next 18 hours. The 35-56 keV proton intensity

rose to 10 3 CM-2_S - ' - sr- '-keV- 1 at the shock. Note the secondary peak, which

is the absolute maximum, about two hours behind the shock. This peak appears

to be associated with a local minimum in the post-shock solar wind speed and,

possibly, with two magnetic neutral sheets which passed over ISEE-3 about when

the 35-56 proton intensity maximized. After the maximum, the 35-56 keV proton

flux remained more or less constant until about 1300 UT on November 12, at

which time it commenced a more rapid decline and dropped suddenly near 1715 UT.

The flare ejecta arrived at about 1715 UT, at which time the solar

wind proton temperature decreased, and the electron temperature diminished to



1040 K, and the thermal plasma was enriched in *-particles (Barre et al., 1981).

its general behavior persisted until about 0200 UT on the next day, November 13,

178. Strong bi-directional electron streaming observed at energies exceeding

I eV was coincident with the arrival of the flare ejecta at ISEE-3 (Bame et al.,

61). The energetic protons, E > 35 keV, also exhibited bi-directional

streaming at this time (Sanderson et al., 1981). Bame et al. (1981) argued

that their data were best explained if the local interplanetary magnetic field

were part of either a magnetic bottle rooted at the sun or a disconnected loop

propagating outward. We will suggest that the shock propagated over several

magnetic bubbles before it arrived at ISEE-3, since several magnetic neutral

regions were detected in the post-shock flow, and was in another bubble when

it encountered ISEE-3. The low time resolution interplanetary field data shown

in Figure 1, has a number of depressions in magnetic field strength downstream

of the shock, many of which, higher resolution data will indicate, were neutral

sheet crossings.



4.1 Upstream Interplanetary Field

This paper will concentrate on the period 1800-0028 UT, when ISEE-3

was upstream of the oncoming shock, the 35-56 keV proton intensity increased

by a factor 200, and, as we shall see, there was considerable activity in

solar wind electrons, ion acoustic waves, and low-frequency magnetohydrodynamic

waves. The average properties of the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF),

however, remained relatively constant. The magnetic field strength at ISEE-3

was about 1;- from 1800 UT on November 11, and was directed about 20" south

of the ecliptic after 1840, until the shock. The IMF was approximately

contained in the (B X ,BZ ) plane that is perpendicular to the ecliptic and

contains the sun. The average IMF measured at ISEE-1 had roughly the same

magnitude, and was approximately parallel to that at ISEE-3 from 1820 UT,

when ISEE-1 exited the earth's bow shock, until its 0058 UT interplanetary

shock encounter.

The stability of the IMF prior to shock encounter provided Greenstadt

et al. (1982) with a good opportunity to reconstruct the magnetic field lines

near ISEE-3 from a time-series of individual vector measurements for the period

after 2200 UT until the interplanetary shock encounter. They concluded that

the field lines at ISEE-3 passed about 60 RE north of the ecliptic at earth

during the entire time period, suggesting that ISEE-3 was not magnetically

connected to the earth's bow shock. We note that the IMF lacked a significant

"gardenhose" component throughout the interval after 1840 UT that ISEE -3 was

able to observe the region upstream of the interplanetary shock'without

confusion from effects associated with the earth's bow shock.



Figure 2 shows eight minutes of high-resolution magnetic field data

surrounding the ISEE-3 (top panel) and ISEE-1 (bottom panel) shock encounters

at 0028 and 0058 UT, respectively. The magnitude of the magnetic field, (BI,

Jumps at the shock by the same factor of 2.2 at each spacecraft. The ISEE-3

upstream and downstream plasma number densities are n l a 3 cm-3 , n 2 a 10 cm-3,

and the corresponding flow speeds and proton temperatures are V 1 = 375 km-s -1,

V2 = 575 km-s -1 , and Tpl = 3x1040 K, TP2 = 106 * K, respectively ( game et al.,

1981): From the ISEE-3 data presented in this paper, we find the magnetic field

strengths are B 1 - 7.5y, B2 = 16.5y; the magnetic field components will be presented

in Figure 5. The average electron temperatures, summing over core and halo

components, were Tel = 2.5x10 5 * K and Tee = 4.5x10 5 * K. Since halo electrons

may free stream through the shock, it may be more appropriate to consider the

core electron temperatures, which were T cl : 1.2x10 50 K and Tc2 a 2.540 5o K.

The solar wind accelerated downstream of the shock and reached a peak speed

approaching 800 km-s-1 one-half to one hour after the shock encounter.

If this interplanetary shock originated in a 2N flare observed near the

central meridian of the sun at 0100 UT on November 10, 1978, the average shock

velocity was 880 km-s-1 (Reinhard et al., 1981). The 30-minute delay between

the ISEE-3 and ISEE-1 shock encounters indicates that the shock speed was about

700 km-s-1 near the earth.

We have calculated shock normals using four different techniques:

_(1) Using coplanarity across the shock at ISEE-1; (2) using coplanarity at

ISEE-3; (3) using three-dimensional solar wind data in the mixed mode method

of Abraham-Schrauner and Yun (1976); and (4) taking the cross-product of the

field Jumps observed at ISEE-1 and -.1 in various combinations (the double



which were reported by Kennel et al. (1982), will be amended here. The shock

solutions from these four techniques are presented in Table 2. The first

column in Table 2 shows the components of the shock normal n in GSM coordinates;

the second-column shows the components of the magnetic field vector B; and

the third colienn shows the shock normal e8n = cos -1 n •B/IBI. The double delta
B row contains three entries in the last two columns, corresponding to various

estimates of the upstream magnetic field at ISEE-1 and -3.

All four techniques give similar shock normals and indicate that OBn

was.roughly 40% Using method (3), we have determined that the component of

the shock velocity normal to the shock was 609 km-s -1 . For the upstream

parameters in the first paragraph of this section, the ratio S e , of the

electron pressure, based upon the average electron temperature, to the magnetic

pressure was 0.54. The thermal proton 
o
  was about 0.065. For a total upstream

Be + Bp of 0.55, solution of the Rankine-Hugoniot relations indicates that a

fast Mach number MF of 2.6 is necessary to give a jump in field strength of

3.2 in the shock plane and a jump of 2.2 in the total field, approximately

what was observed. Thus, the interplanetary shock of November 12, 1978 was

of moderate strength, with e BN near the Q ' + - Ql transition (Greenstadt and

Fredricks, 1979).

The shock normal and Rankine-Hugoniot solutions in this paper and, to

our knowledge, all others in the literature to date do not take into account

the effects of energetic ions, whose B was close to unity and possibly exceeded

that of the plasma just upstream of the November 12, 1978 shock. These solutions

are, strictly speaking, for the local subshock. The full Rankine-Hugoniot

conditions should be taken between the points about a half-hour upstream where

the energetic protons began to increase rapidly in intensity and a point well

downstream of the subshock.



Figures 3a and 3b sketch the geometry of the shock at the moment it

passed over ISEE-3 at 0028 UT on November 12, 1978. We used the method (3)

shock normal solution discussed above and ISEE-1 and -3 interplanetary field

data. Taken by itself, the X-Y projection (Figure 3b) might suggest that both

ISEE-1 and ISEE-3 could have been connected simultaneously to the interplanetary

shock and the bow shock, because the B Y-component was nearly zero. However,

the X-Z projection (Figure 3a) suggests that the IMF had a southward component

that would cause the ISEE-3 field line to miss the bow shock in the absence

of significant field line curvature between ISEE-3 and the bow shock, as

Greenstadt et al. (1982) argued. The fact that the simultaneously-measured

ISEE-1 and -3 magnetic fields were more or less parallel suggests that such

curvature was indeed absent at the time of ISEE-3 encounter. The fields at

ISEE -1 and -3 were approximately parallel from at least 2100 UT on November 11,

1978 until the shock was encountered at each spacecraft. A time projection

of the ISEE-3 magnetic field line indicates that it missed the bow shock throughout

this period (Greenstadt et al., 1982); however, it is likely that ISEE-1 was

connected to both shocks. The uniformity of the IMF indicates that the structure

in the interplanetary field had a spatial scale exceeding the 200 RE that separate

ISEE-1 and ISEE-3.



TABLE 2

a

Norval

nX ny nZ

-.966, .043, -.256

-.942, .298, -.152

-.966, .073, -.247

-.954, .104, -.279

Upstream B(Y), eBN

B  BY B 

6.13, 0.31, -3.05 41.6

5.97, -1.07, -2.82 34.9

6.40, -0.99 9 -3.23 41.0

6.13, 0.31, -3.05 43.50

5.97, -1.07, -2.82 41.30

6.40, -0.99, -3.23 42.80

Technique

ISEE-1 Co-planarity

ISEE-3 Co-planarity

ISEE-3 Mixed Mode

Double Delta B



4.3 Properties of MHD Waves Near the Shock

Tsurutani et al. (1983) have studied the polarizations of the magnetic

field oscillations measured by ISEE-3 in association with the November 11-12,

1978 shock event. We summarize their conclusions here. Large-amplitude

compressional waves with about 7-second periods are apparent just ahead of

the shock in the top panel of Figure 2. The waves between 0026:20 and 0027 UT

were found to be elliptically polarized. A minimum variance analysis showed

that the angle AKB between the wave propagation vector >t and the local average

magnetic field direction I was 7 0 . The BY-component in the top panel of

Figure 2 revealed shorter-period (3 sec) waves of even larger amplitude just

downstream of the shock. The waves measured between 0028:19 and 0028:30 UT

were right-hand elliptically polarized with 8
KB
	 12 0 . 20-second quasi-periodic

waves occur in the interval 0029:20 - 0031 UT; these waves were non-compressive,

predominantly right-hand elliptically polarized with e 	 = 5°. Thus, in all
KB

three cases, the waves near the shock propagated essentially parallel to the

local magnetic field.

. % _-I
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4.4 Rotational Discontinuity

As Figure 2 shows, the shock initiated a period of intense magnetic

oscillations that was terminated by a strong rotational discontinuity six to

seven minutes later observed at both spacecraft. The discontinuity rotated

the average IMF from the X-Z plane configuration that had prevailed for the

previous six hours to an "anti-gardenhose" configuration in the X-Y plane.

Figure 4 shows two components of the electric field and three components

of the IMF measured at ISEE-1 between 0050 UT and 0115 UT, a period which

contains the shock at 0058 UT and the rotational discontinuity at 0105 UT.

These electric field components are accurate to about t 1 mV/m, and the third
component may be estimated assuming E•B - 0. We have verified that these

electric fields are consistent with the solar wind speed measured upstream

of the shock. The general anticorrelation of E Y and BZ is consistent with

an MHD flow in the -X direction, and a strong rotation of the electric field

is apparent at the magnetic discontinuity. Note the partial re-entry into the

state upstream of the rotational discontinuity at about 0108 UT.

The large-amplitude magnetic oscillations in Figure 2, which Figure 4

shows were essentially linearly polarized, were concentrated between the shock

and the rotational discontinuity.
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4.5 Downstream Neutral Regions

ISEE-3 and ISEE-1 each encountered a succession of magnetic neutral

sheets downstream of the shock. Figure 5 shows the first of these, which

followed 26 and 24 minutes after the shock passed over ISEE-3 and -1,

respectively. The top four panels show three components and the magnitude

of the IMF measured at ISEE-3, and the bottom panel shows the IMF magnitude

at ISEE-1. The IMF magnitude reached a minimum of less than I ., at about

0054:20 at ISEE-3 and a minimum of about 2.5Y at 0122:20 at ISEE-1. The

28-minute delay between the neutral sheet encounters is roughly consistent

with the solar wind travel time between ISEE-3 and -1. The ISEE-1 neutral

sheet encounter differed in one significant way from its ISEE-3 counterpart.

The second panel down in Figure 5 indicates that at ISEE-3, the By-component

of the IMF changed sign, whereas at ISEE-1 our data (not shown) indicate

that By dipped to zero and recovered back to its original positive value

during the neutral sheet crossing.

Figure 6 shows the magnitude of the IMF for the next three partial

neutral sheet encounters by ISEE-3, near 0114 UT, 0207 UT, and 0229 UT on

November 12, 1978.

In summary, the interplanetary magnetic field was unusually configured

during the entire November 11-12, 1978 shock event. From 1800 UT on November 11,

six and one-half hours upstream of the shock until many hours downstream, the

IMF acted as though it were not connected to the sun. The IMF was in the X-Z

plane throughout the upstream period; a rotational discontinuity that followed

the shock did create a non-zero BY , but it rotated the IMF into an anti-gardenhose

sense, with both BX and By positive. These observations may have a simple

explanation, for if ISEE-1 and -3 were near the general field reversal of the

solar wind, one might expect neutral sheet dissipation to disconnect the IMF

1
i
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from the sun, and there would be no reason for the disconnected field lines

to be in the gardenhose configuration. The succession of neutral sheets that

passed over ISEE-1 and -3 following the shock support this view and have an

interesting implication. ISEE -3 and -1 may have detected a train of X and

0-type neutral regions in the field reversal layer. The magnetic fiell

surrounding an 0-type neutral region will be essentially closed. Bame et al.

(1981) associated one such closed region with the driver of the November 12, 1978

shock. The shock had evidently passed over several others before arriving at

ISEE-3, as the succession of neutral sheets suggests. Furthermore, we will

argue here that the shock was in the process of devouring another closed magnetic

loop, which ISEE-3 and -1 entered two hours and one hour before their shock

encounters, respectively.
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5. UPSTREAM REGION: ISEE-3

Figure 7 shows model electron parameters derived from measurements made

by the LANL/MPI solar wind ulfectron detector for the period 1800 UT on November 11

to 0100 on November 12. These model parameters are defined, and their significance

discussed, by Feldman et al. (1982). The top panel of Figure 7 slows the electron

heat flux parallel to the magnetic field, the bulk of which is carried by "halo"

electrons with energies of tens of eV. With the exception of a short interval

near 1830 UT, this heat flux was directed away from the sun. The middle panel

shows electron densities for the same time period; the upper curve shows the

total density, and the bottom curve shows the density of the superthermal halo

population. The bottom panel shows model electron temperatures, with the halo

temperatures at the top, the core at the bottom, and the density-weighted average

temperature inbetween. The temperatures have been shaded to indicate the thermal

anisotropy; the top of each shaded graph is the parallel temperature, and the

bottom is the perpendicular.

ISEE-3 was connected to the earth's bow shock for several hours prior

to 1840 UT. The last portion of this period of connection is evident in the

top panel of Figure 7, which shows that the heat flux fluctuated violently.

The electron diagnostics became much more regular after 1840 UT and never fluctuated

so violently again until the 0028 UT shock encounter. The total density (top

curve, middle panel) rose to a local maximum of about 15 co- 1 at 1930 UT, where

Figure 1 indicates the 35-56 keV proton flux minimized, and settled to a plateau.

The density dropped suddenly at 2100 UT, recovered somewhat, and then resumed

its decline, which ended in a sudden drop at about 2220 UT. The-density was

constant from then until the shock encounter. The halo electron parallel

temperature rose steadily from 2130 to 2230 UT and held more or less constant

_ ._a
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until the shock. The core electron temperature rose gradually and then more

rapidly between 2130 and 2230 UT; it, too, held constant from about 2230 UT

until the shock encounter. The electron heat flux, which had been more or

less constant since 1900 UT, diminished between 2200 and :230 UT, and then

remained constant until the shock.

The solar wind electron parameters displayed in Figure 7 all indicate

that the solar wind entered a new state after 2230, in which the electron density

and net heat flux were lower, and the electron temperature was higher, than

before 2200 UT. Figure 8 displays refined halo electron parameters that help

to diagnose the transition between these two states. The top panel shows the

halo drift speed parallel to the magnetic field -- the first parallel velocity

moment of the entire halo distribution. The halo drift speed was between

1500-2000 km/sec, directed away from the sun, between IM and 2100 UT; it

dropped to less than 1000 km/sec and held roughly constant between 2230 UT

and the shock at 0028 UT. To help define the source of the halo electrons,

we consider the properties of :hose electrons streaming along the magnetic

field toward and away from the sun separately. The partial density and

parallel speed monists of the "away" and "toward" semi-distribution functions

are displayed in the middle and bottom panels of Figure S. The density

of "away" electrons (top curve of middle panel) did not decrease, but

increased somewhat, as the new solar wind region moved over ISEE-3. In

addition, the "away" drift speed (top curve of bottom panel) also increased,

so that the thermal flux carried by electrons streaming away from the sun was

about a factor 2 larger after 2230 UT than before. On the other hand, the partial

density and speed of the electrons streaming toward the sun (bottom curves of

the middle and bottom panels), which were small prior to 2200 UT, both rose

abruptly beginning about 2200 UT to values more nearly comparable with those of

2u
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the away electrons which remained constant between 2230 UT and the shock. The

net heat flux and mean halo drift (top panels of Figures 7 and 8, respectively)

did not decrease because the halo electrons streaming away from the sun and the

oncoming interplanetary shock diminished in intensity, but because a new component

of electrons streaming toward the sun was present after 2230 UT, and the halo

electron distrioution was more symmetrical.

Figure 9 diagnoses the transition between the two solar wind states

identified above with higher time resolution. Its top panel shows the 35-56 keV

proton flux between 2200 and 2300 UT; the middle panel displays the first parallel

velocity moment of the 35-56 keV proton angular distribution, and the bottom

panel presents the electric field spectral density of 3.16 kHz ion acoustic waves.

Prior to 2220 UT, the 35-56 keV protons streaming velocity was directed away from

the sun, and after 2230 UT, it was essentially zero, by which time the ion acoustic

waves had increased in intensity. The 35-56 keV ions remained isotropic until

about 2400 UT, at which time a S ; :!nificant streaming anisotropy away from the sun

developed and increased until the shock encounter. The ion acoustic waves also

increased in intensity between 2400 UT and the shock (see Figure 10). In contrast

to the halo electrons, the 35-56 keV protons did not exhibit a bi-directional

streaming, but tended toward isotropy between 2230 and 2400 UT.

The fluxes of halo electrons streaming toward the sun detected after

2230 UT can be interpreted in at least two ways. ISEE-3 could have been magnetically

connected to the earth's bow shock after 2230 UT and thus have detected bow-shock

electrons, or ISEE-3 could have entered a closed magnetic loop at 2230 UT that

intersected the interplanetary shock at b nth ends. In the second case, one might

expect ISEE-3 to detect stronger fluxes streaming away from the .point of nearer

connection and weaker fluxes appearing to stream toward the sun that were generated

at the point of further connection and followed a long path around the closed



field to reach ISEE-3. Although electron data alone might not distinguish

between these two alternatives, we believe the balance of evidence favors the

second. The data from the period before 1840 UT, when ISEE-3 was definitely

sporadically connected to earth, differed in internal character from that after

2230 UT. The electron heat flux parameters fluctuated violently, and the heat

flux intermittently reversed sign, prior to 1840 UT; the > 35 keV protons also

had a streaming anisotropy away from earth prior to 1725 UT. On the other hand,

the electron parameters were stable, and a sunward proton anisotropy was absent,

after 2230 UT. We will present further arguments supporting the magnetic loop

hypothesis later.

Figure 10 shows four hours of 3.16 kHz electric field data (top panel)

and the rms average (.01-3 Hz) interplanetary field fluctuation amplitude

surrounding the ISEE-3 shock encounter (bottom two panels). Shown are the

Y and Z-components of the rms fluctuation amplitude; we have shaded the periods

when the squared rms deviation exceeded 0.1 to guide the eye. The 3.16 kHz

electric field and the low-frequency magnetic field fluctuations appear to track

one another; bursts of ion acoustic noise near 2140 UT and 2200 UT were accompanied

by bursts of hydromagnetic waves. There is a definite change of character after

about 2230 UT, which we have denoted by a vertical line connecting all three

panels; the times of the shock, field rotation, and first neutral sheet encounter

are indicated in similar fashion. After 2230 UT, the ion acoustic and magneto-

hydrodynamic wave amplitudes remained intense and nearly constant until 2400 UT.

The ion acoustic amplitudes increased between 2400 UT and the shock encounter,

during whi—n time the 35-56 keV protons increased in intensity and again had a

significant streaming anisotropy away from the oncoming shock. The rms inter-

planetary field amplitudes, at best, increased only slightly during this last

half hour before shock encounter.
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We have made a rough determination of the frequency dependencies of

the polarization and amplitude of the MHD turbulence that was observed during

the last 16 minutes prior to shock encounter. Figure it presents our results

for the period 0012-0028 UT (solid line), and also for the shorter period

0025:30-0027 UT, immediately upstream of the shock. All the data have

tinned into factor 2 intervals of spacecraft frame frequency. Starting from

the top, the panels in Figure 11 present the frequency dependencies of (1) the

angle eKB between the wave propagation vector, K, and the IMF, ^; (2) the

ellipticity and sense of rotation of the polarization in the spacecraft frame;

(3) the percent polarization; and (4) the total rms amplitude <(69-69) '> and

the rms compressional amplitude <(dB 2T) }>, both normalized to the interplanetary

field magnitude. The proton gyrofrequency based upon the measured magnetic

field strength of - 7.5y was roughly 0.12 Hz; the maximum Doppler-shift frequency

KVj2s for KR I = 1, where R I is the thermal proton Larmor radius based upon the

measured upstream proton temperature, 7p 1 = 3x10 4 ° K, and flow speed, 370 km-s-1,

was roughly 1.5 Hz.

Figure 11 indicates that the total rms amplitude was concentrated between

0.01 and 0.16 Hz and reached a peak normalized amplitude of 0.16 between 0.02

and 0.08 Hz. Thus, the MHD turbulence had frequencies below the local proton

cyclotron frequency and, since the power diminished above 0.16 Hz, wavelengths

that were considerably larger than the thermal ion _armor radius. The waves

propagated at about 20 0 to the magnetic field between 0.01 and 0.16 Hz, and,

in keeping with this fact, their rms compressional power was much smaller than

their total rms power in this frequency band. The waves were weakly, predominantly

left hand elliptically polarized in the spacecraft frame.
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Figure 12 compares the properties of 35-1600 keV protons (top two panels)

with the fluctuating BZ-component of the .01-3 Hz interplanetary field from

2100 UT on November 11 to 0100 UT on November 12, 1978. The arrivals of the

bubble, the shock, and the rotational discontinuity at ISEE-3 are indicated by

the vertical lines that connect all three panels. The top panel shows proton

intensities for eight channels, labeled as follows: 1 (35-56 keV), 2 (56-91),

3 (91-147), 4 (147-237), 5 (237-383), 6 (383-619), 7 (619-1000), and 8 (1000-1600

keV). -he middle panel shows the effective energy power law spectral index obtained

from , the ratios of the differential energy fluxes in channels 1 and 2 (bottom

trace), 3 and 4 (second from bottom), 5 and 6 (second from top), and 7 and 8 (top).

The proton intensities increased upstream of the shock at all energies. Even

the 1-1.6 MeV proton intensities increased by a factor 3 during the 4} hours

prior to shock encounter. However, only the lowest energy channels, 1, 2, and 3,

responded significantly to the arrival of the bubble. The proton intensities in

channels 1, 2, and 3, which dipped about 2200 UT, rose prior to 2230 UT and

reached a plateau inside the bubble. They diminished somewhat near 2320 UT and

then began their rapid rise as the shock approached. The intensification was

most pronounced at the lowest energy. The approach of a shock which is accelerating

protons is evident in the spectral index plots in the middle panel. The

spectral index determined from the lowest-energy channels actually turned

negative, indicating that the peak of the energy distribution was above 56 keV,

at 2320, before rising to its post-shock value of about 1.3. Scholer et al.

(1983) have shown that the energetic proton e-folding distance was roughly

proportional to the square root of the particle energy upstream of the

November 12, 1978 shock, so that the negative spectral index in Figure 12

may signify the prior arrival of a diffusion front at energies above 56 keV.

L-7-
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6. UPSTREAM REGION: ISEE-1

Figure 13 displays the Swept-Frequency-Receiver (SFR) plasma wave

electric field measurements made on ISEE-1 between 1800 UT on November 11, 1978

and 0200 UT on November 12, 1978. ISEE-1 entered the solar wind at approximately

1840 UT, at which point the intense low-frequency waves (f < 2 kHz) characteristic

of the magnetosheath diminished in intensity. As it crossed the bow shock, ISEE-1

began to detect 40-50 kHz electron pl_sma oscillations which persisted without

significant interruption until the interplanetary shock encounter at 0058 UT.

The frequency of the electron plasma waves decreased throughout this period,

in keeping with the general decline of electron density found after 1930 UT

by ISEE-3. However, the more rapid decline in density that began abruptly at

2100 UT at ISEE-3 appears to have been delayed by an hour or more at ISEE-1.

These plasma waves, which were probably generated by energetic electrons escaping

from the bow shock (Anderson, 1968; Anderson et al., 1979; Feldman et al., 1982),

were not detected at ISEE-3. Thus, while ISEE-1 may well have been connected

to the earth's bow shock prior to the interplanetary shock encounter, these

results again suggest that ISEE-3 was not.

The 500 Hz - 5 kHz ion acoustic amplitudes at ISEE-1 increased at about

2300 UT, approximately two hours before shock encounter. If they had been

generated by particles escaping from the earth's bow shock, one might

have expected them to have been present between the bow shock exit and the

interplanetary shock encounter, for the average IMF did not change its direction

_ significantly during most of this period. In fact, ion acoustic waves were

much less intense between 2000 UT and 2300 UT, suggesting that:the increase in

intensity after 2300 UT was related to the approach of the interplanetary shock.

Let us suppose that ISEE-3 entered a closed magnetic bubble at 2300 UT.



The leading edge of the bubble -- the separatrix between "open" and "closed"

field lines -- should propagate at the solar wind speed ahead of the shock,

- 370 km/sec. One would thus expect ISEE-1 to enter the bubble about an hour

later than ISEE-3. Figure 14 compares the rms fluctuation amplitudes of the

total (BT )-and Y-component (BY) of the interplanetary field measured at ISEE-1

and -3 aligned in time according to the shock encounter. The estimated times

of arrival of the bubble at ISEE-1 and ISEE-3 are indicated by an arrow. While

the hydromagnetic wave activity is sporadic prior to the bubble arrival at each

spacecraft, the rms amplitudes increased at 2230 (ISEE-3) and 2330 (ISEE-1)

and.remained enhanced until the shock encounters.

Figure 15 presents ISEE-1 data for the period 2200-0200 UT that diagnoses

further the arrival of the bubble at ISEE-1. The top two panels show 1 kHz and

1.78 kHz electric field amplitudes; the middle panel shows the rms B Z interplanetary

field amplitude; and the bottom panels show the fluxes of 2 and 6 keV protons

measured along the spin axis of the ISEE-1 spacecraft. Prior to 2330 UT, sporadic

bursts of 2 and 6 keV protons, magnetohydrodynamic waves, and ion acoustic waves

accompany one another. The change in solar wind state at 2330 UT is strikingly

apparent in the proton fluxes, which increase abruptly and remain enhanced --

albeit with violent fluctuations -- until the shock encounter.

The onset of the magnetic turbulence appears to have been rather sudden

at the times of bubble arrival at ISEE-1 and -3. Figure 16 compares high

resolution measurements of the interplanetary field for 12 minutes surrounding

2230 UT at ISEE-3 (top curves in each panel) and 2325 UT at ISEE-1 (bottom

curves in each panel). The ISEE-3 amplitude scales are to the left of each

panel, and the ISEE-1 are to the right. A clear onset is apparent in each

data set; the waves appear to have 15 to 20-second periods and to be largely

transversely polarized, similar to the hydromagnetic waves upstream of the

L, ,



earth's bow shock. Since such magnetohydrodynamic waves propagate within

about 100 km/sec of the solar wind speed, the sudden onsets of wavE turbulence

suggest that the waves, and the particles responsible for their generation,

were already present in the bubble before it moved over each spacecraft.

Figure 15 seems to support this conclusion.

s
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7. ORIGIN OF UPSTREAM ELECTROSTATIC WAVES

Figure 17 presents ISEE-1 (bottom two panels) and ISEE-2 (top two

panels) 6 keV proton fluxes and the Z-component of the IMF for the period

2324-2336 UT surrounding the passage of the closed magnetic field bubble

over the two spacecraft. The 6 keV proton fluxes exhibited factor 100

modulations whose time scales were comparable with the periods of the

hydromagnetic waves. A similar modulation was observed at 2 keV. The five

vertical lines, which have been drawn in to guide the eye, indicate that

the 6 keV proton fluxes peaked when BZ approached zero. The proton detectors

are sensitive to a narrow cone of particle arrival angles centered along

the spin axes of the two spacecraft, which in turn are very nearly perpendicular

to the (BX ,BY ) plane. Therefore, when BZ neared zero, 90° pitch-angle protons

were being detected. We therefore conclude that the 2 and 6 keV protons

were highly anisotropic, with a strong peak near 90 0 pitch angle. Similar

modulations of the 6 keV proton flux were detected sporadically but continually

from the entry of ISEE-1 and -2 into the bubble near 2330 UT until the shock

encounter at 0058 UT.

ISEE-2 was about 4000 km upstream of ISEE-1 at the time the measurements

displayed in Figure 17 were taken. The ISEE-1 and -2 data were offset by

12 seconds -- about the solar wind travel time between the two spacecraft,

based on a speed of 370 km/sec -- to show the correspondence between the peaks

in proton flux and BZ at ISEE-1 and -2. These data suggest that the anisotropic

6 keV protons and hydromagnetic waves were convected downstream at about the

solar wind speed between the two spacecraft.

The very strong electron heat flux in the region upstream of the shock

(Figure 7), which is carried by halo electrons, would lead to a strong electrical

1
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current unless the core electrons also had a net drift relative to the ions

that neutralizes the heat current. The top two panels in Figure 18 plot

the measured model parameters (NH/N)VpH and (NC/N)V
pC

, where VpH and VpC

are the halo and core drift velocities parallel to the magnetic field,

respectively. The extent to which the two panels are mirror-symmetric

indicates the degree of current neutrality. We note that the cold electrons

drifted with respect to the ions with a speed of about 200 km/sec between

2230 UT and the shock.

The bottom panel shows 328-sec average 1.78 kHz electric fields

(bar graph), and the peak amplitudes (individual points) detected during

each 328-second interval. The 1.78 kHz ion acoustic waves were similar

to those at 3.16 kHz (Figure 10) upstream of the shock. We have enough data

to ask whether these waves were due to the ion acoustic heat flux instability

(Forslund, 1970). For the measured core electron temperature (Figure 7) and

Bame et al's (1981) reported temperatures, the calculations of Kindel and

Kennel (1971) indicate that a core electron drift of 200 km/sec will be

stable to ion acoustic waves. We conclude, therefore, that the upstream

ion acoustic waves may have been thermal fluctuations that were enhanced when

the core electron drift increased. On the other hand, a drift of 200 km/sec

is close to the instability threshold of electrostatic ion cyclotron waves.

This suggests that the highly anisotropic 6 keV protons in Figure 17 may

have been generated by a solar wind analog of the process that accelerates

auroral ions perpendicular to the magnetic field to form "conic" distributions

(Okuda and Ashour-Abdalla, 1982; Ashour-Abdalla and Okuda, 1982). We also

note that the 200 km-s' 1 drift also exceeds the AMA speed, wFiich was about

100 km-s- 1 , so that the electromagnetic ion cyclotron wave might also be unstable

to the electron heat flux (Forslund, 1970).

k



8. 08SERVATIONAL TESTS OF THEORY

8.1 Introductory Remarks

In this chapter, we use the data we have assembled to test some of the

theoretical predictions discussed in Section 1.2. In Section 8.2 we compare

the properties of the energetic particles upstream of the November 11-12, 1978

shock with theory. We discuss the electromagnetic waves upstream of the shock

in Section 8.3. In Section 8.4, we briefly consider the question of the

energetic particle effects on shock structure, and in Section 8.5 we compare

observations and theory of the state downstream of the plasma shock.
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8.2 Energetic Particles Upstream

The theory of first-order Fermi acceleration makes the following broad

predictions about the behavior of ions whose energies exceed a certain threshold

of about 10 keV:

• The energetic proton distribution upstream should

increase essentially exponentially leading up to

the shock. The exponential scale length can be

calculated using a self-consistent model of the

generation of MHD waves by the energetic particles.

• The energetic protons upstream should be essentially

isotropic in the frame of the shock. The anisotropy

in the solar wind frame provides the free energy

for wave growth.

• The energetic proton momentum distribution should

be a Nwibr ltw whose spectral index 0 is given

by 0-1 - 1/3(1 - V 2 /V 1 ), where V 1 and V 2 are the

solar wind velocity components perpendicular to

the stock plane upstream and downstream, respectively.

• The power law should prevail between a lower limit

momentum, determined by shock injection processes,

and an upper limit, set by the condition that the

momentum diffusion time be less than the shock

connection time.

The four points above have been considered in detail by Lee (1983) and

Scholer et al. (1983) for the shock of November 11 -12, 1978. We will paraphrase

Lee's (1983) discussion of them so that the reader may have a more complete

perspective on the physics of this shock.

Scholer et al. (1983) found that protons upstream between-15-150 keV

increased exponentially with a scale length that depends upon the square root

of the particle energy. Lee (1983) derives the following expression for the
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where 8 is the momentum spectral index, VA is the Alfven speed, n  is
the proton cyclotron frequency, M  is the proton mess, fp (E) is the
omnidirectional proton momentum distribution function at the energy E,

and V 10 s 2.440 8 cm-s
-1
 is the speed of a 30 keV proton. According to

Scholer g& Al. (1983), g s 4.1 and fp (30 keV) - 340-24 s 2 cm-& . Upstream

of the shock, we find 8 s 1.5y and N s 3 cm-1 (flame et al., 1981), so that

VA s 100 km-s -1 . We choose eBN s 40% in keeping with the revised Rankine-

Hugoniot solutions in Section 4.2. Substituting these values into (8.1),

we obtain Ls (30 keV) s 1.24010
 cm, about a factor k smaller than the

18
measured value, L s (30 keV) s 2.6x10	 cm (Scholer et al., 1983).

Scholer et el. (1983) did find that the upstream energetic proton

distribution was approximately isotropic in the shock frame. We agree with

this conclusion for the 30-minute period before the shock crossing to which

Lee's (1983) theory primarily applies. The matter of the upstream and downstream

proton spectra has been discussed by Sanderson et al. (1981) and Scholer et al.

(1983), and the exact form of the distribution function may be subject to some

revision. Scholer et al. (1983), in an attempt to close with theory, fit the

momentum distribution M;ith a power law of spectral index p - 4.1. Our measured

compression of the components of the interplanetary field tangential to the

.shock, 3.2, agrees with the observed density compressioi of about 3 and implies

V 2/V 1 - 1/3.2. Inserting this value into the theoretical expression above leads
to 0 s 4.36, in excellent agreement with the observationa l estimate. Note that

we used the compression ratio of the plasma subshock and not the (slightly)



larger ratio that would apply to the full plasma shock-energetic particle

foreshock system.

By setting the characteristic acceleration time equal to the solar

wind travel time from the sun, Lee (1983) finds that the power I& spectrum

should extend up to about 200 keV/nucleon, in rough agreement with observation.
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8.3 14HO Waves Upstream

Lee's (1983) self-consistent theory makes the following predictions

concerning the KHD waves upstream of a quasi-parallel shock:

e Electromagnetic ion cyclotron waves should be

generated by resonant cyclotron interactions with

the energetic particle distributions.

e The wave spectrum should peak at a frequency that

resonates with the lowest energy particle that

participates in the Fermi process and fall to

the ambient solar wind background above that

frequency.

e The waves upstream of interplanetary shocks

should be more nearly unpolarized than those

in the earth's foreshock.

e Given the energetic particle distribution at

one energy at the shock, the spatial and spectral

distribution of the wave amplitude may be determined

self-consistently.

Lee's (1983) theory was restricted to electromagnetic waves that propagate

parallel to the ambient magnetic field. However, Tsurutani et al. (1983) and

we find that the waves near the November 11-12 1, 1978 shock did propagate almost

parallel to the magnetic field. Moreover, the waves upstream of interplanetary

shocks show a smbller polarization than those in the earth's foreshock.

Let us now estimate the frequency of the waves that resonate with an

energetic proton whose velocity parallel to the magnetic field is V R in the

solar wind frame. The cyclotron resonance condition is approximately

J VR I n l np,, 11 1, where 11 1, is the parallel wave number. Since the phase

velocity is much less than the solar wind speed, the frequency f observed
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in the spacecraft frame will be bounded by

K 
f `—;

Lw' 
a fci(V/VR). (8.2)

where V is the solar wind speed and fci is the proton cyclotror frequency

in Hz. For B - 7.5y as observed, fci - 0.12 Hz. The lowest-energy

particle that can escape upstream of the shock will have a speed of

about VSH a 700 km-s-1 in the spacecraft frame. It seems reasonable

to assume that the shock injects particles at about twice this speed,

1400 km-s-1 , corresponding to 10 keV energy in the spacecraft frame,

since the observed particle spatial profiles are smooth above 10 keV

(see Scholer et al., 1983, and our Figure 12), whereas they are much more

irregular below 10 keV (Figure 15). For V = 350 km-s -1 , VR is 1150 km-s-1,

and (8.2) indicates that the turbulent magnetic field spectrum should peak

near f a fci /3 a 0.04 Hz, or correspondingly down to a wave period of 25

seconds. Figures 14 and 16 reveal considerable power at about 25-second

periods when the closed magnetic field bubble sweeps over ISEE-1, -2, and -3,

and this general behavior persists until the shock. Figure 10 indicated

that the spectrum peaked between 0.02 and 0.08 Hz, near the shock. We note

that the 0.01-3 Hz magnetic field variances in Figures 9, 10, 12, and 13

captured the peak of the wave-spectrum, though they do not contain the wave

power at periods exceeding 100 seconds produced by protons above 160 keV energy.

Lee (1983) has estimated the rms amplitude of ion-excited waves at

the shock front, normalized to that of the upstream interplanetary field,

to be about 0.18. Referring to the ISEE-3 measurements (which are less

likely to be contaminated by bow-shock effects) in Figure 11, we find that

(dBJrms/B was about 0.14-0.16, in excellent agreement with theory. We 	 ,



the shock, as theory suggests, but appear to fill the entire closed region

more or less uniformly. Further analysis of the data and extension of the

magnetic field rms amplitude data to lower frequencies will be needed to

ascertain whether this observation really conflicts with the theory, which

did not visualize the closed magnetic confinement geometry in which the

November 11-12, 1978 shock was found.



8.4 Effects of Energetic Ions Upon Shock Structure

The November 11-12, 1978 shock can be used to test two-fluid models

of shock structure (Drury and Volk, 1981; Word et al., 1982) because it

satisfies the conditions of these theories. We presume that first-order

Fermi-acceleration theory applies to the strong increase in energetic

particle fluxes during the last half-hour before shock encounter (see

Figure 12). This ramp had a scale small compared with that of the magnetic

bubble, and so we can assume that the plasma subshock-energetic particle

forethock system was planar. However, significant energetic particle

fluxes were contained by the closed field configuration upstream of the

extended shock system. In a companion paper (Hada and Kennel, 1983), we

will extend the above two-fluid shock theories to magnetohydrodynamics and

compare the predicted energetic particle energy density at the shock with

observations. We will find that the two-fluid magnetohydrodynamic theory

overestimates the energetic particle pressure at the shock by a factor

2 - 3. Moreover, it is curious that the slight acceleration of the solar

wind expected in such theories was not detected in the last half-hour

before shock encounter.



f
8.5 Downstream Properties

The energetic particle distribution, according to theory, should not

change at the shock, remain constant in space downstream, maintain the spectrum

achieved at the shock, and be isotropic in the solar wind frame. Reinhard et al.

(1981) and Scholer et al. (1983) have shown that the protons with 10's of keV

energy were, in fact, isotropic in the solar wind frame downstream. Figures 1

and 12 indicate that the first three of these requirements were satisfied

qualitatively by the November 11 -12, 1975 shc!ck (see, also, Reinhard et al.,

1981). However, the particle intensity does respond to the passage of the

rotational discontinuity seven minute. after the shock and maximizes about

an hour downstream, and the spectrum softens somewhat well downstream of the

shock.

Theories of Q ll shock structure (Moiseev and Sagdeev, 1963; Kennel and

Sagdeev, 1967; Auer and Volk, 1973) suggest that thermal anisotropy induced

{
by shock compression should create a large-amplitude spectrum of downstream

transverse electromagnetic waves by the resonant (or non-resa:ant) firehose

instability. A numerical simulation by Kan and Swift (1983) indicates that

firehose waves will be generated if the Alfven Mach number of the shock exceeds

about 2.5, a condition satisfied by the November 11 -12, 1978 shock. Figure 2

reveals that large-amplitude waves (dBY ' 10y) existed between the shock and

the field rotation seven minutes downstream. These appear to have about 10-sec

periods and a polarization different from that of the waves upstream. Let us
i

now estimate the wavelength of these waves. 	 Let us assume that the observed

frequency is given by f a KV 2/(2w), where V 2 a 650 km/sec is the solar wind

speed downstream of the shock. With f a 0.1 Hz, we find K a 10- 7 cm- 1 . For

the measured proton temperature of 1.0x1060 K and a magnetic field of 16y,



the thermal proton Lamor radius R is about _107 CM, so that KR a 1. Thus,

we conclude that the periods of the waves observed downstream are consistent

with the resonant fireshose instability, whose growth rate peaks near KR 
I 

a 1

(Kennel and Scarf, 1968).



8.6 Summary

The observations of the November I1-12, 1978 interplanetary shock

discussed here by Lee (1983) and by Scholer et al. (1983) confirm the

conceptual outlines of current theories of quasi-parallel shock structure

and energetic particle structure. The spatial profiles, energy spectra,

and angular anisotropies of the shock-associated energetic particles are

in semi-quantitative accord with first-order Fermi-acceleration theory.

The frequency and amplitudes of the low-frequency electromagnetic waves

observed upstream of the shock again agree semi-quantitatively with a quasi-

linear description of the resonant cyclotron interaction with energetic protons.

Large-amplitude turbulence, whose wavelength is consistent with firehose

instability, extended about 50 RE downstream of the shock.

It is not clear to what extent the observations of the November 11-12,

1978 shock are typical. First of all, even moderately strong quasi-parallel

interplanetary shocks are relatively rare. Moreover, the November 11-12 shock

appears to have been propagating in a closed magnetic field region when it

encountered ISEE-1, -2, and -3. This certainly affected escape conditions

for energetic particles. It does appear that at least the strongest part of

the energetic proton shock was smaller than the magnetic confinement region,

and so we used the data from the last half-hour before shock encounter to

test theory. On the other hand, halo electrons probably had a longer scattering

mean free path than energetic protons, and their distribution was quite different

on open and closed field lines. Finally, the electron heat flux upstream of

interplanetary shocks may be sensitive to shock parameters as wgll as geometry.

Certain aspects of the present study are incomplete. Not much is known

about few kev "seed" particles upstream of interplanetary shocks, and although



we succeeded in detecting them, it requires very high time-resolution

measurements to document how they emerge from the thermal distribution

in the shock front. We suggested that these particles might have interacted

with the electron heat flux via the ion cyclotron instability upstream of

the November 11-12, 1978 shock, but we have no indication how common this

effect might be. Our diagnosis of the turbulent state downstream of the

shock lacks essential details, such as careful studies of the wave polarizations

and thermal anisotropies. Such studies appear essential for quasi-parallel

shocks, which, if they have extended regions of disturbance upstream, should

also have them downstream.

Two aspects of the present study are puzzling. The MHD wave amplitudes

did not build up in the last half-hour before the shock, when both the

energetic particle fluxes and ion acoustic wave amplitudes increased

significantly. The acceleration of the solar wind expected in the foreshock

was not detected.

One question raised by the present study is unsettled: The role of

the electrostatic and/or electromagnetic electron heat flux instabilities

in the upstream region. Moreover, we note that our documentation of the

wave modes present is incomplete. For example, we have not searched for

the - 1 Hz waves that Sentman et al. (1983) find are due to energetic electrons

escaping from the bow shock.

Clearly, the results of any case study have limited generalities.

Given that shock structure depends sensitively on the shock parameters,

and that quasi-parallel shocks are so thick that their properties can depend

on their global configuration, systematic studies of many shocks are called

for. We hope the results of this paper can usefully guide such studies.
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Although theoretical models of quasi-parallel shocks are over 20 years

old, and although the suggestion that energetic particles are significant

to shock structure is equally venerable, experimentalists could do little

with these ideas until the past five years. The earth's foreshock had a

complex phenomenology whose disorder had to be reduced before it could be

fitted into a theoretical framework that had seemed peculiarly ill-adapted

to bow-shock observations. Now, it is clear that quasi-parallel shocks

have"such an enormous spatial scale that interplanetary shocks are a better
.,

experimental arena to test theories of their structure. A coherent viewpoint

is now emerging from the experimental and theoretical research of the past

five years -- a viewpoint which this paper is based upon and largely substantiates.

Only quasi-parallel shocks have the large regions of magnetohydrodynamic

turbulence upstream and downstream that is an essential ingredient for first-

order Fermi-acceleration of energetic particles. This fact is linked to the

relative ease with which superthermal and energetic particles can stream

through quasi-parallel shocks. It is clear that such particles generate the

wave-fields that scatter them, and the outlines of a theory that will eventually

predict the intensity and spectrum of shock-accelerated particles as a function

of shock parameters are in view. That said, it is prudent to add two cautionary

warnings. First, not much is known about the microstructure of quasi-parallel

shocks, or even whether they have a microstructure. The current theoretical

models are based on the interactions between particles and electromagnetic

waves with wavelengths equal to or longer than a thermal ion Larmor radius.

While it is conceivable that these physics could account both for the shock

dissipation and energetic particle dissipation, it is not proven that it can



do so. Second, our experience with the earth's bow shock indicates that the

shock structure is strongly parameter-dependent, and the picture of the

large-scale quasi-parallel shock structure that has emerged from the two

interplanetary shock studies completed to date might be misleading. It remains

for future-research to confirm, or to temper, our present enthusiasm.



Figure 1: Global View of the November 11-12, 1978 Shock Event

The eight panels in this figure show selected ISEE-3 data
for the period 1800 UT on November 11, 1978, to 2400 UT on
November 12, 1978. The top two panels present energetic ion
measurements; the middle three, selected plasma wave observations;
and the bottom three, the density, bulk velocity, and magnetic
field in the solar wind. Several events are apparent in more
than one diagnostic. For example, at 2230 UT, the solar wind
plasma density drops, the 17.8 Hz whistler magnetic amplitudes
and the 50 kHz thermal continuum amplitudes diminish; the 3.16
kHz ion acoustic electric field amplitudes increase, and the
35-56 keV proton intensity reaches a plateau. All these diagnostics
indicate that the solar wind entered a new state after 2230 UT.
The interplanetary shock, which encountered ISEE-3 at 0028 UT
on November 12, is apparent in all the diagnostics. Note that
the 35-56 keV proton intensity increased by more than an order
of-magnitude in the last half-hour before the shock encounter.
The 35-56 keV proton intensity maximized approximately an hour
downstream of the shock, in rough association with sporadic
enhancements of the 50 kHz electron plasma wave continuum
and a burst of ion acoustic waves. Note the sharp drop in
35-56 keV protor intensity at 1715 UT, which coincided with
the arrival of +.he shock driver gas at ISEE-3 (Barre et al.,
1981).
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Shown here are the Y-component (GSM) and the magnitude of the
magnetic field measured during and after the ISEE-1 and -3 shock
encounters at 0058:30 UT and 0028:20 UT, respectively, on November 12,
1978. Note that the time scales are identical, but that the ISEE-1
and -3 verticrl scales differ. The magnetic field magnitude profiles
are essentially identical at each spacecraft. The shock compresses
the field from 7.5 to 16.5y: The shock is followed by a small overshoot
in the magnetic field; after the overshoot, the field slowly increases
until the strong rotation, which is apparent in the Y-component, is
encountered at 0105:20 (ISEE-1) and 0034:10 (ISEE-3). The region
between the shock and the rotation contains extremely large transverse
magnetic field fluctuations which hardly affect the field magnitude.
We will argue that these have wavelengths comparable with the thermal
ion Larmor radius in the shock-heated plasma and are, therefore,

consistent with the resonant firehose instability (Moiseev and Sagdeev,
1963; Kennel and Sagdeev, 1967; Kennel and Scarf, 1968).
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Figure 3a: Global Geometry of the Interplanetary Shock at the Time of
the ISEE-3 Encounter: X-Z Plane

This figure sketches, approximately to scale, the relative positions
of the terrestrial magnetosphere,ISEE-1, ISEE-2, ISEE-3, and the interplanetary
shock at 0028 UT on November 12, 1978. Also shown are the magnetic field

directions measured at ISEE-1 and -3 at that time, together with the post-
shock magnetic: field measured at ISEE-3. The shock normal n and the
corresponding shock plane were ti-', en from the Method 3 shock normal solution
discussed in Section 3.2. The interplanetary field was essentially in
the X-Z plane, and the shock normal angle eBN was roughly 40°. The fact
that the magnetic fields measured at ISEE-1 and -3 were essentially parallel
indicates that the IMF upstream of the shock was essentially uniform over
the roughly 200 R E separating ISEE-1 and -3. A straight-line projection,
as well as a more sophisticated time-projection (Greenstddt et al., 1982),
of the ISEE-3 field line indicates that it was not connected to the bnw shock.
ISEE-1 and -2, on the other hand, were probably magnetically connected to

both shocks.

Figure 3b. Global Geometry of the Interplanetary Shock at the Time of
the ISEE-3 Encounter: X-Y Plane

This figure has the same format as Figure 3a. The magnetic field
rotation apparent in the By-components of Figure 2, followed the shock at

ISEE-3. If this rotational discontinuity co-moved with the post-shock
flow (670 km-s- = ), it would have been approximately 40 RE downstream of

the shock and is so sketched. We assumed that both the shock and the

rotational discontinu i ty are planar in the absence of information to the

contrary. Note that the rotation carries the IMF into an anti-gardenhose
configuration.
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Fiqure 4: Electr i c and Magnetic Fields Before and After ISEE-1 Shock

Encounter	 I

The top two panels show the X and Y-components of the interplanetary
electric field, and the bottom three, the X, Y, and Z-components of
the interplanetary magnetic field measured at ISEE-1 between 0050 and
0115 UT on November 12, 1978. -,T4e third component of the electric field,
EZ, can be estimated assuming E•B = 0. The measured W drift upstream
of the shock may be shown to be consistent with the measured solar wind

velocity. The shock at 0058:30 is most apparent in Ey and BZ. Note the
gentle ramp in E X that leads the shock by about one minute. The rotational
discontinuity at 0105:30 is manifested in E X , Ey. BZ, and By. Since BX
changes only slightly near 0105:30, we infer that the rotational discontinuity
was propagating in either the + or - X-direction. The large-amplitude

magnetic turbulence in Figure 2 was restricted largely to the BY-component,
suggesting that it was linearly polarized. This turbulence was confined

to the region between the shock and the rotational discontinuity.
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•	 Figure 5: First Magnetic Neutral Sheet Encounter: ISEE-1 and -3

Both ISEE-1 and -3 encountered a magnetic neutral sheet approximately
26 minutes after their shock encounters. The top four panels show the
ISEE-3 magnetic field magnitude and components, and the bottom panel sh3ws
the ISEE-1 magnitude, for the twelve minutes surrounding the neutral sheet

encounters. Note that B- and By change sign at ISEE-3, while BZ remains
small.

Figure 6: Next Three Magnetic Neutral Sheet Encounters: ISEE-3

These three panels show the magnitude of the IMF for twelve minutes
surrounding the ISEE-3 magnetic neutral sheet encounters at 0114 UT, 0207 UT,
and 0229 UT on November 12, 1978. The facts that the magnetic field was
in the X-Z plane (Figures 3a,b) and multiple neutral sheets were encountered
suggest that ISEE-1, -2, and -3 and the earth were in the general field

!	 reversal region of the solar wind during the shock event of November 11-12,
1978. Furthermore, we expect the IMF field topology was complex, with
alternating regions of closed magnetic loops and "open" field lines. We
will argue that the shock was in one such loop, which ISEE-3 entered at 	 i

2230 UT.
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Figure 7: ISEE-3 Electron Model Parameters Upstream of the Shock

The ISEE-3 solar wind electron data are normally reduced, in survey

mode, in terms of a model that fits the distribution by a sum of bi-Maxwellian,

drifting core and halo distributions. Various moments of these models are
then displayed as a function of time. The top panel in this figure shows
the heat flux parallel to the magnetic field, the middle panel shows the
total and halo component densities, and the bcttom panel shows the halo (top

pair of curves), the core (bottom pair), and the average (middle pair) electron
temperatures. The thermal anisotropy may be estimated from the width of the
shaded regions; the top of each region is the parallel temperature, and the
bottom is the perpendicular.

Note that the heat flux, which was always away from the sun and the

oncoming interplanetary shock, fluctuated violently before 1840 UT. The
heat flux and the densities diminished, and the temperatures increased,
at 2230 UT and then held constant until shock encounter. The solar wind
electrons were clearly in a different state after 2230 UT.
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I Figure 8: ISEE-3 Halo Electrons Upstream of the Shock

The top panel presents the parallel drift speed, relative to the
solar wind ions, of the ISEE-3 model halo electron distribution. The
middle and bottom panels present the partial densities and first moment
drift velocities of the away (V ,l > 0) and toward (V < 0) semi-distributions
of halo electrons. The net halo drift (top panel) diminished near 2230 UT,
not because the number of electrons streaming away from the shock declined,
but because they were almost compensated by a new component of electrons

streaming toward the shock. Since the ISEE-3 field line was net connected
to the bow shock, the new "toward" halo electrons cannot have come from the
bow shock. We believe that they, too, were generated at the interplanetary
shock and streamed the long way around a closed magnetic loop to ISEE-3.

This loop had a spatial scale of 800 R E or more.
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F? n,ure 9: ISEE-3 Entry into the Closed Magnetic Loop

The increase in 3.16 kHz ion acoustic electric field amplitude at

2230 UT in Figure 1 evidently was associated with ISEc-3's passage Onto
the closed magnetic lcop. The bottom panel in this figure shows 1-min
average 3.16 kHz electric field amplitudes on an expanded time scale. The
averages clearly increase around 2230 UT. The top panel indicates that

the 35-56 keV proton flux increased about a factor 3 upon entering the
loop. The middle panel shows the first parallel anisotropy moment of the
energetic protons. The protons become essentially isotropic upon entering
the loop. Figure 1 indicates that there was sporadic activity in the ion
acoustic amplitudes prior to 2230 UT; hcwever, the intensities remained
high after 2230 UT and increased toward shock encounter.
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Figure 10: Upstream Ion Acoustic and MHD Waves: ISEE-3

The top panel shows the 3.16 kHz ion acoustic wave amplitudes, and

the bottom two panels show the variances in the .01-3 Hz interplanetary
By and BZ field components for the period 2100 UT on November 11 to 0100 UT

on November 12, 1978. The times of magnetic bubble entry, and the encounters
with the shock, field rotation, and the first neutral sheet are Indicated

by vertical lines. Bursts of ion acoustic and MHD wave activity accompany
one another before bubble entry, and both ion and MHD waves are continuously

enhanced within the bubble. Note thit the 1-min average ion wave amplitudes
increase significantly in the last half-hour before the shock, during which
time the 35-56 keV proton intensity also increased, whereas the .01-3 Hz
magnetic field amplitudes remained more or less constant.
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Figure 11: Frequency, Polarization, and Amplitude Characteristics of MHD
Waves Measured Upstream of ISEE-3 Shock Encounter

Shown here are the wave normal angle 6Kg, the ellipticity, the per.-ent
polarization, and the total rms and compressional amplitudes (normalized

to the magnitude of the IMF) plotted against the frequency measured in the
spacecraft frame. The spectral decomposition between .005 and 0:32 Hz for
the period 0012-0028 UT on November 12, 1978 is plotted as a solid line.
An indication of the spectral properties above 0.32 Hz is given by the

dotted curves, which show data for the period 0025-0027:30 UT which ended
approximately 40 seconds before shock encounter.

The total rms power was enhanced between 0.01 and 0.16 Hz; the proton
cyclotron frequency was roughly 0.12 Hz. The absence of significant power
near 1 Hz indicates that the wavelengths were longer than the thermal ion
Larmor radius. Note that the waves were relatively weakly, elliptically

polarized and propagated more or less parallel to the IMF (6Kg a 20°). The

peak-normalized rms amplitude (0.16) will be compared with theoretical expectation
in Chapter 8.
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Figure 12: Energetic Protons and MHD Turbulence Upstream of the ISEE-3
Shock Encounter

The top panel shows the energetic proton fluxes in eight different
energy channels; the middle panel, rough spectral indices formed from the
ratios of the fluxes in adjacent energy channels; and the bottom panel, the
variance in the Y-component of the IMF for the period 2100 UT to 9100 UT
on November 11-12, 1978. The channel energies are as follows: (1) 35-56 keV;

(2) 50-91 keV; (3) 91-147 keV; (4) 147-237 keV; (5) 237-383 keV; (6) 383-619 keV;
(7) 619-1000 keV; and (8) 1000-1600 keV. The scales appropriate to the energy
channels alternate: Channel 1 to the topmost left, channel 2 to the topmost
right, and so on. The labels 112, 2/4, etc. in the middle panel refer to the
energy spectral index inferred from the ratios of the fluxes measured in the
first and second channels, third and fourth, and so on.

Note that the fluxes in channel 1 increased before bubble entry,
plateaued, and then diminished near 2330 UT. The protons between 35 keV
and 237 keV increased in intensity after 0000 UT and then held roughly constant
after the shock. Protons at all measured energies responded to the rotational

discontinuity. The fluxes of protons above 619 keV (channels 7 and 8) rose
perceptibly as the shock approached, but did not change as the magnetic bubble
passed over ISEE-3. The low-energy spectral indices diminished as the shock
approached, and the 112 index even became negative, indicating the presence
of high-energy pa-ticles diffusing to ISEE-3 from the oncoming shock.
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Figure 13: Plasma Wave Electric Fields Observed Upstream of the Interplanetary
Shock and Bow Shock: ISEE-1

Presented here are swept frequency receiver (SFR) plasma wave electric
field measurements made between 1800 UT and 0200 UT on November 11-12, 1978.

ISEE-3 exited the bow shock at 1840 UT and immediately began to detect
intense 40-50 kHz electron plasma waves which persisted, with a decrease
in frequency consistent with the 5eneral decrease in density measured at

ISEE -3 (Figure 1), until the interplanetary shock at 0058 UT. Such plasma
waves were not detected at ISEE -3, which was not magnetically connected
to the bow shock. The fact that the plasma waves at ISEE-1 were detected
from bow-shock exit until interplanetary shock encounter suggests that
ISEE-1 was connected to the bow shock, and probably also to the interplanetary
shock, as Figures 3a,b suggest.
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v
Figure 14: Comparison of Upstream MHD Waves Measured at ISEE-1 and -3

The top two panels show the RMS variances in the nidgnitude, BT, and
the Y-component, B Y , of the interplanetary field at ISEE-3 for a 3}-hour
period surrounding shock encounter. The bottom two panels show the same
quantities measured at ISEE-1. We estimate that ISEE-3 entered a closed
magnetic loop at 2228 UT on November 11; if the loop convected ►tith the
solar wind speed between ISEE-3 and -1, ISEE-1 would have entered it at
about 2330 UT, as indicated. The variances at ISEE-1 do increase at that
time. Note that the ISEE-1 magnitude variances are considerably larger
than those at ISEE-3. This difference may be due in part to the fact that
ISEE-1 may have detected upstream turbulence from both the interplanetary
and bow shock.
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Figure 15: Bubble Entry and Shock Encounter: ISEE-1

The top two panels show 1 kHz and 1.78 kHz ion acoustic electric field

amplitudes for the period 2200 UT - 0200 UT on November 11-12, 1978. The
1-min average amplitudes are indicated by solid shading, and the peak amplitudes
detected during the averaging interval are connected by a thin line. Large
peak-to-average amplitude ratios characterize solar wind ion acoustic
turbulence. The middle panel shows the variances in the .01-3 Hz Z-component

of the IMF, and the bottom two panels show the differential fluxes of 2 and
6 keV protons. Upstream of the bubble entry near 2330 UT, the activity in

ion acoustic waves, MHD waves, and few keV protons tends to be correlated
in time. Bubble entry is marked by a striking increasc in the 6 keV proton
differential flux.
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Figure 16: Character of Upstream MHD Waves at ISEE-3 and ISEE-1 Magnetic

Bubble Entry

Although MHD wave activity occurred at ISEE-1 and -3 prior to bubble
entry, it was continuously present afterward. This figure compares the
MHD agave activity in all three vector components and in the magnitude of
the magnetic field for a 12-minute period surrounding ISEE-3 bubble entry
at 2228 UT, and the ISEE-1 entry at 2328 UT. ISEE-3 data is at the top
of each panel, and ISEE-1 data is at the bottom. The ISEE-3 magnitude scale
is at the left of each panel, and the ISLE-1 scale is at the right. The

ISEE-3 time scale is at the top of the figure, and the ISEE-1 scale is at
the bottom. It is clear that a significant enhancement of wave activity

occurred at bubble entry and that the waves had the same general periodicity
and character :it both spacecraft. In particular, the magnitude and Y-component
was noticeably less variable than were the Y and 7-components of the
interplanetary field. The fact that large-amplitude oscillations commence
within a few wave periods suggests that the waves were already present in
the bubble before it swept over the spacecraft.
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r igure 17: Modulated Few keV Protons at Buhble Entry: ISEE-1 and -2

This figure compares Vie 6 keV proton fluxes and the Z-component
of the IMF measured at ISEE-1 and -2 for a 12-minute period surrounding
bubble entry. Extrerrrly large modulations of the proton fluxes accompany
the MHD wave activiLy; the peak fluxes occur when BZ is closest to zero, as
is indicated by the vertical lines. Since the 6 keV proton detector looks
essentially along the Z-direction, the peak; correspond to 9 1

"
 pitch angle

protons. The 6 keV protons appear to be extremely anisotropic.

ISEE-2 was ebout 4000 km upstream of SEE-1, corresponding to a 12-second
delay at the solar wind speed. she ISEE-2 I ata has been offset relative
to the ISEE-1 data by 12 seconds. The rnugh correspondence of the proton
intensity peaks and magnetic field oscillat i ons suggest that protons and
wave.• were convected from ISEE-2 to ISEE-1.
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Figure 18: Electron Drifts and Ion Acoustic Waves: ISEE-3

The large electron heat fluxes in Figures 6 and 7 would lead to a strong
parallel current unless the core electrons drifted relative to the ions in a

direction opposite to the halo electron drift. The top panels compare the
electron current carried by the halo electron model distribution with the

current carried by the core electrons. The extent to which the-two profiles
are mirror symmetric indicates the degree of current neutrality. Note that
the core electrons drifted with a oarallel speed of about 200 km-s -1 after

bubble entry at 2228 UT. The bottom panel shows 5-min average (bar graph)
and peak (dots) 1.78 kHz ion accoustic electric field amplitudes for the
game time period. The origin of solar wind ion acoustic turbulence has been
puzzling, because it is generally believed that the electron-to-ion temperature
is too low for instability durin; such events. Indeed, the 200 km-s -1 measured

drift was below ion acoustic threhold for this event; it is possible that the
ion wave activity was thermal fluctuations enhanced b y the large electron

heat flux. On the other hand, the measured core dr i ft was near or at threshold

for the ion cyclotron heat flux instG-)ility.
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